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with a report prepared by the Legislative Research Bureau relative
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Since the Legislative Research Bureau is limited to statistical
research and fact-finding, this report contains no recommendations
for legislative action. It does not necessarily reflect the opinions
of the members of the Council.
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To the Members of the Legislative Research Council:

GENTLEMEN:—House, No. 4240 of 1968 directed the Legisla-
tive Research Council to study and report on federal assistance to
cities and towns.

The Legislative Research Bureau submits a report in accordance
with the above directive. Its scope and content have been restricted
to statistical and fact finding data, without recommendations. The
unavailability of fiscal data showing federal grant-in-aid payments
to individual cities and towns has made it impossible to present an
accurate picture of federal aid on the local level.

The preparation of this report was the primary responsibility of
Robert D. Webb of the Bureau staff.

Respectfully submitted,

DANIEL M. O’SULLIVAN, Director
Legislative Research Bureau
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Scope of Study

Tills report discusses federal aids to local communities, with
emphasis on the federal grant-in-aid system. Attention is given
to the problems inherent in the federal-state-local relationship, the
development and growth of grants-in-aid, and current trends to
meet today’s challenges. Steps to obtain federal aid are reviewed
and the report focuses on some of the grant programs of particular
interest to local jurisdictions. A short review of criticism levied
against the grant-in-aid system includes suggestions of critics that
allegedly are necessary to expedite aid and make it more effective
on the local scene.

Unfortunately, the lack of complete and accurate data has pre-
vented any determination of the status of federal assistance pro-
grams and funds for individual local governments in Massachusetts.

The Need for Partnership

Americans are witnessing a continual growth in the population
and prosperity of their nation. With this growth, they in turn are
demanding more and improved facilities and services in education,
welfare, health, recreation and transportation. But the wealth of
America is not distributed equitably. Some communities are strug-
gling to meet vital needs of their citizens while others have a com-
paratively sound financial basis. The most severe pressures are
in the larger urban areas where the stable middle income group
has been gradually giving way to low-income and welfare assisted
families.

FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO CITIES AND TOWNS

SUMMARY
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Despite rising tax rates, new tax levies, and increases in federal
assistance, state and local governments have been unable to close
the gap between needs and resources. As one observer has pointed
out, the local governments have the problems, the state govern-
ments the legal powers, and the Federal Government the money.
As needs began to outdistance efforts to finance them, various part-
nerships developed between the Federal Government and the states
and communities. The most common bridge employed to span this
gap is the federal grant-in-aid, accounting for 98% of current fis-
cal expenditures of $20.3 billion for state and local assistance.
About 60% of this aid is earmarked for metropolitan areas, triple
the total provided in 1961. Social welfare disbursements make up
the greatest outlay.

In administering grant-in-aid programs, the Federal Government
uses two principal approaches. One plan is the equalization grant
which strives to help the less prosperous areas as income or needs
dictate. It is criticized as a system that perpetuates a lesser effort
by recipients which they would otherwise be compelled to make.
Another plan is to use grant funds to stimulate local efforts to
expand current undertakings. This plan is criticized for inducing
overspending on aided functions in relation to other functions.

Expanded federal aid, however, seems to many to be the easiest
way to improved services. Most state and local officials feel com-
pelled to accept federal money when it is offered, for to refuse it
would produce little, if any, tax savings to their constituencies.
Obtaining the funds, on the other hand, usually means the recipient
must modify its practices to meet federal standards. It is on this
score that much of the disagreement arises because officials in
Washington are often not acquainted with the particulars of local
problems.

As grant programs have proliferated in recent years a serious
information gap has developed. More than 450 separate programs
of federal aid, many of them overlapping and similar in objectives,
make it near impossible for local officials to know what is available
and where and how help may be obtained. Many recent catalogs
of federal assistance are in print hut some are already obsolete
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and others are so voluminous that they rival a mail order catalog
for content. This situation dramatizes the need for a central clear-
inghouse on the state level where all local officials can get current
and expert information and thus avoid the mistakes and pitfalls
that go with inadequate or incomplete information. In some cases
localities are unaware of available funds to solve their problems,
in other cases they have leaped prematurely into a program with-
out realizing its long-range impact. Still other cases on record show
duplication of effort from lack of coordination.

Many local officials have criticized the grant-in-aid system as an
unmanageable maze of administrative problems. They urge a re-
duction and coordination of programs so as to improve the quality
of administration. Many other criticisms call for a new attitude
toward local leaders by federal agencies.

Regional officials of the Federal Government are criticized as
living in an insulated sanctuary, responsive neither to the inten-
tions of Congress nor the wishes of local leadership. Consequently
they tend to set their own priorities that may conflict with both
congressional and local objectives.

Other criticisms of the federal operation include the tendency
to scatter funds among local agencies without consulting local
leaders; forcing communities to compete against each other for
federal funds; subsidizing suburban communities that can afford
to undertake various projects at the expense of urban areas in
greater need of such funds; handicapping local imagination with
restrictive state agency administration of grants; single year fund-
ing adverse to local planning; and the abuses of “grantsmanship”
which forces many communities to hire expensive consultants to
obtain a share of federal funds. What is needed most, critics say,
is more confidence and trust in local leadership.

Development of Federal Aid

Federal aid programs are as old as the nation but the progenitor
of the present grant-in-aid system was the Morrill Act of 1862 that
launched the land grant colleges. The early part of the Twentieth
Century witnessed an expansion of grant-in-aid programs, with spe-
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cial emphasis in the fields of vocational education and conservation.
By 1931 the two basic features of the federal grant system were
established: (1) conformance to federal standards to obtain aid
and (2) maintenance of performance standards to assure contin-
uance of funds.

The Depression of the 1930’s signalled a new surge in growth of
grants when state and local governments were unable to cope with
repeated crises. Federal Grants to state and local governments rose
hy 65% during the 1930-1940 period, mostly for welfare, relief and
public works.

Since World War n, new problems spawned by the technological
revolution and population growth have outdistanced state and local
efforts to meet them. Urban needs, in particular, have forced
Washington to bypass unresponsive state governments and deal
directly with municipalities on scores of new programs.

The nature and types of federal grants are described at length
in the report. The two common categorical grants (as opposed to
block grants) are the formula grant and the project grant. The
former is distributed to all state governments as a matter of right,
according to a statutory formula. The latter are designed to meet
a specific need, and distribution is not on a uniform basis. Most
grants require matching local funds of varying ratios.

The essence of a categorical grant is that in exchange for ac-
ceptance of certain national minimum standards for a specific
purpose, the recipient is provided needed resources.

In recent years there has been a proliferation of federal grant
programs. More gx-ants-in-aid have been authorized since 1962
than in all previous years. It is this very proliferation over such
a short space of time that has left local officials bewildered as to
what is available, and how best to choose from the multiplicity of
programs once they are informed. The maxim that the rich get
richer is often applied to situations where larger communities can
afford staff to search, examine and exploit funding opportunities
while the smaller communities wander hopelessly in the maze of the
federal system not knowing for sure whether they are selecting the
most useful program for their purposes. Since many project grants
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bypass the state government there is often no guidance at the state
level.

A wide array of matching ratios creates further confusion. Fed-
eral agencies administering similar programs often differ as to
generosity in the federal share. Different policy purposes of the
grants account in part for this development. But one result is that
state and local officials tend to reach for the so-called easy money;
in other words, they are induced to spend more of their available

on the programs that call for higher federal spending
regardless of the local priority of project needs.

In recent years there has been an increasing number of direct
grants to local governments thus bypassing the traditional role of
the state in grant administration. Direct grants weaken the role
of the state government but they are explained as necessary be-
cause states have failed to respond to their urban needs. Even local
governments are bypassed in favor of special purpose districts or
private and non-profit public groups whenever the Federal Govern-
ment believes local governments are unable for any one of several
reasons to perform the necessary services.

The intense competition by local governments for direct federal
grants has produced the new term, “grantsmanship,” a practice
involving highly paid consultants who service cities able and willing
to pay for the efforts involved in nailing down project grants. For
the less prosperous cities and towns the art of grantsmanship is a
luxury that they cannot afford.

Many states, including Massachusetts, have recently established
a special agency for urban or local affairs to help coordinate and
provide services to local governments. The Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Community Affairs is directed by statute to assist and co-
operate with local governments seeking federal grant programs.
Many local governments are attempting to coordinate all efforts
toward federal aid by establishing a specific position for that pur-
pose and by restructuring local agencies so as to obtain maximum
benefits.
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Local Government and Eligibility for Grants

To obtain federal assistance and to use it in the most beneficial
manner, federal officials urge each community first to identify and
analyze its needs and problems, and then to set long and short
range goals. With a specific objective, a community is able to fix
priorities and more wisely select available federal programs. Flexi-
bility in its program permits shifting emphasis as needs dictate.

Federal officials also stress two basic facts: (1) the federal
is only a means toward an end to help the community achieve
its goals, and (2) that the demand for the federal dollar far exceeds
its supply. Thus, local officials should carefully plan and assign
a priority of needs.

To maximize benefits, communities are encouraged to abandon
the no longer desirable piecemeal approach in favor of a packaged
program that is directed at a total array of problems. This ap-
proach, illustrated by the model cities program, brings to bear on
the problem identified, all the resources of the Federal Govern-
ment. Another recommended element in attacking local problems
is the adoption of a planning programming budgeting system
that helps local officials to assess community needs and available
resources and to make effective plans to meet all contingencies
and alternatives. The report describes a number of steps that local
governments might take in carrying out package programs.

In many instances a regional, state or area wide plan is a pre-
requisite to participation in a federal aid program. The report out-
lines steps necessary for the preparation and coordination of de-
velopment planning.

Specialized Areas of Assistance

Several federal programs are designed to assist individuals %

those persons whose incomes are inadequate to meet basic needs
or who fail to receive necessary health or welfare services. Other
programs are geared for people who need help in obtaining em-
ployment, training or education. Some of these programs provide
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direct aid to individuals, others furnish assistance that is beneficial
to people by strengthening local services.

The report provides a brief reference to the many programs in
such varied areas as social welfare, education, health, manpower,
law and order, emergency relief, natural resources, planning public
facilities, housing and community development, utilities, recreation
and special facilities. References include the nature of the program,
eligible recipients and the administering federal agencies. Cross
references are made to more detailed information available in a
Catalog of Federal Assistance Programs.

Extent of Federal Assistance to Local Governments
The most frustrating aspects in examining the impact of federal

aid on cities and towns are (1) the lack of a coordinated federal
grant-in-aid system, and (2) the lack of a centralized source of
grant-in-aid data. The absence of coordination has led to overlap-
ping, duplication, triplication, conflicting goals, cross purposes, lack
of consistency and loss of direction. The absence of a central data
storage source makes it impossible to measure with any accuracy
the actual extent of federal assistance to cities and towns and leads
to ineffectual use of grants available.

More than $2O billion of federal funds will flow to state and local
governments this year. In Massachusetts, about one-quarter of all
state revenues in fiscal 1967 came from federal sources. Grants
were the second largest single source of revenue. Yet there is no
central source, public or private, that can indicate precisely what
each city and town will receive in federal funds or in what pro-
grams they are participating, whether they be direct grants, or
indirectly through the state. Some agencies on the federal and
state level can furnish part of this information but the increased
use of direct grants that bypass both the State Capitol and city
and town halls as well, makes it impossible to correlate informa-
tion with any hope of accurate measurement. In many communit-
ies, city or town officials leam of federal grants to independent
agencies within their borders by reading newspaper reports.

It would appear that the only method of obtaining complete
federal aid data on each city and town would be a mandatory re-
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porting system wherein every political subdivision in the state re-
ceiving federal aid would furnish data on funds and programs to a
central receiving unit on the state level. Without such a source of
information, public officials who have responsibilities that range
over the broad spectrum of government will never be able to gauge
relative needs with any confidence.

To demonstrate the impact that a single federal agency can have
on local finances, federal grants to nearly 70 Massachusetts com-
munities in 1968 are compiled showing the funds approved and the
project purpose. These grants, approved by the Federal Depart-
ment of Housing and Urban Development, total $67.3 million with
individual grants ranging from $7,500 to $l9 million.
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House Order, No. 4240 of 1968 filed by Representative Karl S.
Nordin of Bridgewater, directs the Legislative Research Council
to study and report on “all federal funds available to cities and
towns in the Commonwealth.” The Order was adopted by the
House of Representatives on May 16, 1968 and by the Senate, in
concurrence, on May 20, 1968. It is reprinted on the inside cover
of this report.

Nearly all federal funds made available to Cities and towns of
the Commonwealth are obtainable under the federal system of
grants-in-aid. But some funds may be obtained with federal as-
sistance, either through shared revenues or through loans.

Under a grant-in-aid program, federal funds are transferred to
a state or local government unit for use in accordance with specific
purposes or categories that are in line with national goals. Such
purposes are determined by Congress and a state or local govern-
ment recipient must meet specific performance conditions.

All federal grants are described as categorical but there are
two distinct types, the formula grant and the project grant.

Under a formula grant, money is distributed as a matter of
right among areas according to a statutory formula which may
set a specific factor, or group of factors as the basis of distribution.
For example, an area’s population or per capita income may de-
termine the amount of the grant.

Under a project grant, formulae are not considered and the
eligible recipient must take the initiative in applying for the
grant. Most project grants involve relatively small amounts of
funds. Through this method of grants, assistance can be effec-
tively designed to meet specific local problems.

Under both types of grants, state or local matching funds may

tilhp (Cnmmmmipalth of iMassartjusftto

CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
FEDERAL ASSISTANCE TO CITIES AND TOWNS

Origin of Study

Subject of Study
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be required. The percentage of cost sharing, however, will vary,
usually from 50-50 to 90-10. But some projects are wholly financed
by the Federal Government.

In addition to categorical grants, the Federal Government pro-
vides assistance by means of shared revenues and loans. Such
revenues are derived from receipts from the sale or rental of
federal assets, such as sale of natural resources and are shared
with the area in which the asset is located. About $250,000,000
will go to state and local governments in 1969 from this source.

Loans, which must be repaid, are another form of assistance.
Usually they are long-term with low interest rates. They will ac-
count for about $525 million of aid in 1969.

Other forms of assistance are tax benefits interest income
from state and municipal bonds is tax exempt, hence governments
can sell their bonds at less than market rates of interest. It is
estimated that about $l.B billion is saved annually by the exemp-
tion which is actually a federal subsidy, in the form of lost revenues.

This report will discuss the entire federal grant-in-aid system
with attention given to the problems inherent in the federal-state-
local relationship, the development and growth of grants-in-aid,
and current trends to meet today’s challenges. It reviews recom-
mended steps to obtain federal aid and focuses on some of the
grant programs that are of special interest to local jurisdictions.
The federal grant system has not been without its critics and the
report includes the main thrust of criticism levied against the
alleged failures and defects of the system. Unfortunatedly precise
data on actual totals of federal financial assistance for individual
cities and towns in the Commonwealth cannot be obtained from
any central source. However, the report does list grants approved
by the Federal Department of Housing and Urban Development
in 1968 to illustrate the extent and variety of total assistance
from a single federal agency to local governments in Massachu-
setts.

No attempt is made in this report to duplicate the specific
details of federal assistance programs that are described in sev-
eral catalogues of federal aid programs. Some of these printed

Scope of Study
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aids are cited in the following pages and the more important
ones are available for reference at public libraries and govern-
ment agency offices. The report, instead, concentrates on recom-
mended methods of obtaining and utilizing federal assistance and
achieving maximum benefits from available assistance. However,
specific suggestions appearing in some of these source materials
are freely incorporated in the text along with successful exper-
iences of various local officials reported in various publications.
At best this report can only acquaint the reader with the extent
of federal assistance offered. With an awareness of possible fed-
eral support of a local project, local officials can pursue the specifics
of such aid by a thorough examination of the source materials
cited and follow-up contacts with state and federal agencies in-
volved in administration of assistance programs. Officials in ur-
ban communities are also urged to consult the forthcoming Legis-
lative Research Council report on Selected Problems on Urban
Rehabilitation in Massachusetts.

Our times have witnessed a continuing growth in both popu-
lation and prosperity for America. With this growth, Americans
are demanding more and improved facilities in the fields of edu-
cation, welfare, health, recreation and transportation.

Complicating the picture is the inequitable distribution of materi-
al wealth. Each year adds to the strain of meeting the critical
needs of the nation’s poor and disadvantaged. These needs, along
with the wants and desires of our more fortunate majority, com-
bine to exert unrelenting pressure on both our state and local
governments. Feeling the most severe pressures are the larger
urban areas where much of the stable middle income population
has been replaced by low income and welfare assisted families.

State and local governments have made valiant efforts to cope
with the varying and rising demands for services and needs. Dur-
ing the 1956-66 decade state and local expenditures doubled to a
peak of $95 billion, more than one-third of which was spent for
education. Despite increases in tax rates, new tax levies, and

CHAPTER 11. THE NEED FOR PARTNERSHIP

The Fiscal Problem
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some additional federal help, state and local debt jumped 120%
in the same decade. Even so, there is no evidence that the gap
between needs and resources has narrowed.

On the other hand, peacetime expenditures of the Federal Gov-
ernment have generally kept pace with receipts. Federal debt has
increased by only one-third.

As needs began to outdistance efforts to finance them, various
partnerships developed between the Federal Government and the
states and communities. The most useful and most common bridge
employed is the federal grant-in-aid.

In the last decade, direct federal financial assistance to states,
counties, municipalities and school districts increased from $6.7
billion in fiscal 1959 to an estimated $20.3 billion in fiscal 1969.
The present fiscal year expenditures represent more than 11% of
total federal outlays compared to 7-1/2% ten yeas ago. Grants
account for 98% of this aid.

As a source of revenue, grants have played an increasingly im-
portant role for all state and some 90,000 local governments. Even
though the revenues of states and local units climbed fivefold,
from $15.5 billion in 1946 to $84.5 billion in 1966, mostly by
raising taxes, the income from federal aid, which totaled only
7% of state and local income in 1946, accounted for 16% of that
income in 1966.

Over the past twenty years, federal grants have shifted with
priority of needs. More recently, the new emphasis on education,
housing and community development has resulted in about 70%
of federal grants being earmarked for those purposes. A signifi-
cant trend has been a rapid increase in federal financial assistance
that is channeled directly to cities. Some two score aid programs
bypass the states, with combined grants for urban housing and
community development, education, and disadvantaged citizens
dominating. Of some $2O billion of federal aid scheduled for
1969, about $l2 billion will go directly or through the state for
metropolitan areas three times the total provided in 1961.
Whereas formerly highway aid represented the largest single cat-
egory of federal intergovernmental expenditures, today social wel-

Today’s Challenge
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fare disbursements account for the greatest outlay.
Obviously, the paramount challenge to our federal system to-

day lies in the nation’s cities. The technological revolution that
has swept the country since World War II has changed labor re-
quirements and moved industry to new locations. Masses of people
with little or no skills and limited education have deserted rural
areas with few job opportunities to seek a future in the cities.
With this urban influx, there has been a simultaneous exodus of
middle income groups and many industries to the suburban areas.
The result is well known a narrowed tax base for the large
cities at the very time when the needs for improved public services
of all descriptions have drastically soared.

As pointed out by one observer, the local governments have
the problems, the state governments the legal powers, and the
Federal Government, the money. Thus, if there is to be a satis-
factory response to the present challenge, it must come in a more
effective partnership of the three levels of government with
greater emphasis on the concept of “creative federalism” or the
development of such partnerships.

Partnership Problems
Effective administration of grant-in-aid programs is dependent

in large measure on distribution formulae. As will be seen in the
folowing chapters, two principal approaches are utilized. One
plan disburses financial assistance on an equalization basis. The
term has many different meanings but seldom does it imply that
all recipients are treated exactly alike. It does strive to provide
more for relatively poor areas than for the more prosperous, that
is, more in relation to income or need. Often, the objective is to
assure at least a minimum standard of performance everywhere.
A second method uses grant funds to stimulate local efforts to
expand current undertakings. The object is to induce a local govern-
ment to spend more than it ordinarily would in a particular
activity by offering two dollars toward a service for each dollar
it spends.

Both of these plans have merits and weaknesses in theory and
practice. Stimulating grants can be very effective but they are
also criticized for inducing overspending on assisted functions in
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relation to other functions. But such a grant also tends to favor
the wealthier community that can afford to put up the funds
needed to take advantage of the offer. Equalization grants re-
ceive support from those who believe that aid to the poorer local-
ities serves the whole public interest by enabling government
to provide more and improved services. On the other hand, it is
alleged that this system contributes to a lesser effort by such
recipients which they would otherwise be compelled to exert.

Actual distribution of grant funds, of course, will depend on the
philosophy of the political party in control; as the balance of
political power shifts among elected officials the effects will
eventually be reflected in the method and extent of distribution.
Recent reapportionment of state legislatures and congressional
districts is altering the balance of political power. Rural areas are
gradually seeing their influence eroded. The shifts in voting
power between cities and suburbs and among suburbs themselves
are still in the process of transition. The increase in direct pay-
ments to local governments is also affecting state-local relations.
Governors, state legislatures and state agencies are being bypassed
and state officials are asking how can effective statewide pro-
grams be planned and carried out? In answer, local officials state
that only through the process of federal-local intergovernmental
relations can the cities be free from state government restrictions
and indifference on the part of those who have shown less than
adequate concern for the plight of urban areas.

Certainly, many of the programs are profoundly influencing our
society and some generalizations on their impact were made in a
recent publication. 1 These programs, it was observed, are increas-
ingly complex and only experts in some cases can understand them.
More important, the few who are qualified to evaluate program
results are likely to be too specialized (and some may be biased)
to render valid judgments on their merits as compared to alterna-
tive approaches to a problem. Details of grants can become Obso-
lete but necessary revision is often put off interminably. Red tape
can be more than a nuisance, it can obstruct innovation and cre-

1 C. Lowell Harrison, Handbook of State and Local Government Finance, Tax
Foundation, Inc., New York, N.Y., 1966.
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ate an unreasonable burden when a number of grant programs
are involved.

On the other hand, it is conceded that lawmakers and the admin-
istrators who carry out program policies may set better standards
than would otherwise prevail in many areas. Many local officials
may know little about the best methods of improving performance
in certain areas while others, if allowed to, will resist even the most
constructive changes.

Expansion of federal aid seems to many people to offer a way
toward improvement of services of all kinds. The majority of state
and local lawmakers and administrators feel compelled to accept
federal money when it is offered; to reject a grant would produce
little, if any, savings in taxes to their constituents. Obtaining such
funds, however, usually means the recipient must modify its prac-
tice to meet federal requirements. This has created more than a
few problems on a local scene and has produced political difficul-
ties as state and local officials vie with decisions and judgments
made by federal administrators unacquainted with local situations.

Two of the more critical problems, however, have been the grow-
ing information gap and the increasing need for coordination of
program planning and execution brought about by the multiplica-
tion of federal aid programs, many of which are direct federal-lo-
cal operations.

The Information Gap and the Need for Coordination
As indicated above, there has been a greater elaboration of fed-

eral grants-in-aid for state and local governments in the past dec-
ade than ever before in our history. Grants have become a con-
gressional vehicle to inject varying amounts of funds into a vast
variety of projects which the Congress considers important. How-
ever, the resulting political and administrative problems must be
handled by state and local officials. The magnitude of many of the
programs, coupled with sizeable amounts of money, are spread
among a number of complementary statutes and overlapping agen-
cies that only bewilders those who seek to benefit by them.

State and local governments in most cases are not well equipped
to handle so many competing opportunities to obtain help for the
things that most are already, in one way or another, performing.
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While in the older grant areas such as highways, public health, etc.,
experienced staffs are able to keep abreast of new developments,
seldom are local governments set up with agencies or staffs to
follow or monitor the new programs or to explore what advanta-
ges might accrue with participation.

Inasmuch as there are more than 450 programs of federal as-
sistance, 1 the mere enumeration and brief description of each
program requires a volume of no small proportions. At least
four recent publications have attempted to fill the previous void
of a useful index to federal assistance programs. The Catalog of
Federal Assistance Programs,2 a federal publication, and Federal
Aids to Local Governments, 3 a private publication in loose leaf
form, describe the nature and purpose of individual programs,
requirements for eligibility, funding information, statutory or oth-
er legal citations and lists bibliographical sources to consult. The
federal catalog, which does not limit its material to local govern-
ment aids, lists its information by program title with helpful cross
indexing, including an alphabetical list of programs by agencies.
The private publication, dealing only with aids to localities, de-
scribes federal programs in groupings under the respective fed-
eral departments and agencies that are responsible for adminis-
tering them.

The Xerox Corporation, through its Education Division, has
published a Directory of Federal Programs for Schools and Com-
munities as part of its Legislative Information Service. 4 This
directory is a bulky, two-volume loose leaf publication that de-
scribes all federal programs providing funds for education and
community development. It is available to subscribers and is de-
signed to inform them of all programs applicable to their needs.

i According to Congressman William Roth of Delaware there are more than
1,050 programs. The disparity in totals may be explained in part by differing
definitions of “programs.” He claims that nobody knows exactly how many
are In existence.
Published by the Executive Office of the President, Office of Economic Op-
portunity, 1967.

3 National League of Cities, Washington, D.C., 1966, with periodic updating
supplements.

4 1735 Eye St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. The publication (1966) is periodi-
cally updated with supplements. The service also includes a monthly report
from Washington and a subscriber inquiry service.
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The Directory is organized in a manner that lists federal activ-
ities according to the intent of a program. Where programs have
a multiple intent, they are listed under each intended aim. Seven
such aims or “Intents” make up the main format of the Directory:
Community Development; Education; Manpower Development;
Health; Housing; Poverty; and Special Programs (e.g., the aged
and the handicapped). Each program is also further subdivided
according to a coding scheme (explained in the preface to the
Directory) which is designed to facilitate location of areas of
principal interest to the variety of subscribers. Specific informa-
tion on different programs is presented in a format very similar
to that found in the aforedescribed Federal Aids to Local Gov-
ernments.

A fourth major source of information is the Handbook for
Local Officials prepared by the office of the Vice-President of the
United States, which is a basic guide to federal assistance for the
use of local officials. The Handbook is organized according to
problems or functional categories. Specific programs or activities
are mentioned throughout the text whenever they relate to the
functional category under discussion.

Information as to what is available is thus a major problem
that is yet not wholly solved. Hopefully, the Intergovernmental
Cooperation Act of 1968 will help to improve coordination and the
flow of information. That federal act provides that, upon request,
the Governor, Legislature or any official designated by either,
shall be notified concerning the purpose and amounts of federal
aid to the state and its political subdivisions. It further provides
that federal planning should be coordinated with local and area-
wide planning. Unless substantial reasons exist otherwise, federal
officials must give preference in disbursing loans or grantsJin-aid
to localities in cases where both general units and special-purpose
districts are eligible recipients. Another source of major help
will be the new Massachusetts Department of Community Affairs,
once it is adequately staffed and funded.

Other complications affect the orderly development of state
and local financial aid policy programming. An authorized pro-
gram is meaningless without appropriations. Appropriations must
be fought for in each session of Congress. Until appropriations
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are known, federal agencies cannot make a firm commitment and
often these sums do not become known until well into the fiscal
year to which they apply. Local governments usually with dif-
ferent fiscal years make their annual expenditure decisions much
earlier and often it is impossible to find matching funds from
regular sources until long after federal funds become available.
Also adversely affecting local governments is the time-consuming
processing procedure and administrative maze on the federal level.
Projects that merited approval when submitted may have been
scaled down or even voided by cycles of federal fund availability
or variation of project priorities over a time period.

As urged by one participant in a recent conference on federal
aid programs for more effective use of federal aid, there is
clearly a role for a state staff that is reasonably expert in the
various federal programs involving state and local government
both as to those providing grants and as to all other exchanges
of information among federal, state, and local agencies.

The lack of coordination has created what administrative of-
ficials refer to as the bypass problem - where the bypass, whether
it exists at the state or local level, creates operational and pro-
gramming difficulties. The state can exercise some control over
minimizing this problem by establishing a procedure that chan-
nels state agency applications for federal grants through a single
state office. More than half the states follow this approach; in
Massachusetts, state agencies seeking federal grants must route
their applications through the Commissioner of Administration and
Finance. Many such offices have been thus designated as a cen-
tral coordinating agency because of the emergence of direct deal-
ings between the Federal Government and local governments with
the state being bypassed.

In addition to the mass of information that is difficult to keep
abreast of, there are other factors that compound the problem.
Because of direct dealings between the federal agencies and local
governments, it is impossible to determine what federal funds are
being spent in the Commonwealth, without establishing a central
reporting system. The problem is described at length in Chapter VI.

Still another confusing element has been the growth in federal
control features of programs. Moreover, the legislative intent of
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much of the new federal aid legislation has been obscure. In
such cases, there have been several instances where agency or de-
partmental rules and regulations implementing such legislation
have actually distorted the intent of the lawmakers. As legislators’
protests are aired, agency guidelines and regulations are changed
with the result that state and local officials in turn are required
to readjust thinking or planning with each alteration of policy.

Suggested Procedure
One state official1 has expressed the following basic steps as

essential to meeting the problem of processing requests for federal
funds (these would be in addition to a requirement that every
agency submit copies of applications to a central agency for prior
approval before being sent to the appropriate federal agency):

1. The need to be aware of the federal agency program, i.e.,
the total program regardless of the source of the funds.

2. Knowledge of anticipated programs in which agencies will be
participating including information showing a statement of needs,
a list of program priorities and a statement on funding sources.

3. Information showing the impact of various programs on each
other so as to assure proper interagency and interprogram co-
operation.

4. Information as to whether the best program funding mixture
is being utilized when more than one program may deal with
some parts of a common problem.

5. A consciousness of where activities have been overstressed
or understressed or both.

6. A knowledge of programs not only in terms of the grant-
in-aid manuals but also in terms of the way these programs have
been applied in the field.

7. Making available in a simple and understandable manner
information on federal aid programs in which a state or local
government is involved.

Without this information, it has been pointed out, not only do
state and local governments fail to take advantage of what is
available because they don’t know what is offered, in other cases
they fail to make the best use of what is known to be available.
1 Hyrun Plaas, Director, Office of Urban & Federal Affairs, State of Tennesse*
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Thus, a very real problem repeated in many jurisdictions has been
that of premature action, getting involved in a federal program
without first thoroughly evaluating its long-range impact. What is
needed is not only a collection of summaries and plans of the
federal aid programs but an in-depth analysis of each program
that would indicate (a) the intent of a grant, (b) the time span
over which it is to be accomplished, (c) the extent to which it is a
continuing program, (d) a summary of funds already invested,
(e) a description of the federal program impact on the participat-
ing agency and its program, and (f) the identification of other
programs that may be operating in the same areas. With this
much information, it would be possible at least to recognize some
of the possible pitfalls that may exist.

A thorough process of review would permit both identification
of and elimination of a potential duplication of program effort.
Lack of information leads to lack of coordination and it is not
uncommon to find one government agency requesting federal funds
to initiate a program already being carried out by another agency
with federal funds. Many state and local officials complain that
a coordinated system of dealing with governmental problems is
beyond reach because all key officials do not have sufficient in-
formation on the impact of a program on the state, or political
subdivision. They also criticize the so-called partnership arrange-
ment between the federal and state or local governments on the
basis of performance required. Too often, it is charged, the Fed-
eral Government cannot finance programs at a level consistent with
reasonable expectations of the state or local partner. Federal
officials answer that to some degree the state and local govern-
ment are responsible for federal operational restrictions because
in some cases the competence of the administrators has left some-
thing to be desired. To achieve a really creative federalism through
the federal aid system, it is argued , two objectives must be reach-
ed; (1) the multiplicity of federal programs must be reduced to a
manageable size, and (2) state and local administrators must show
improved planning capabilities to assure maximum effectiveness of
funds.

Views of Urban Officials
Much has been written on the subject of federal grant median-
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isms and procedures, particularly in most recent years. Not all of
these writings have been complimentary and the best of them
have made a strong case for a reevaluation and reorganization of
the federal grant system. In recent years, the U.S. Senate Com-
mittee on Government Operations published two reports on fed-
eral-state Jlocai relations, the first, “The Federal System As Seen
by State and Local Officials” 1 and later, “The Federal System as
Seen by Federal Aid Officials”2

. The debate continues and
there is no reason to believe its intensity will lessen.

In the summer of 1968, the Mayor of Boston, speaking as the
representative of the National League of Cities, remarked that the
proliferation of federal programs had created a virtually unman-
ageable maze of administrative problems on all levels of govern-
ment; hence, he, like others, would reduce and consolidate the
numbers without reducing the funds allocated so as to improve
the quality of administration of the grant programs. 3 Similarly
the slow movement of funds from the federal level to the local
level stirs unfavorable comment from city officials straggling with
problems that cry for current help. Furthermore, many grant
programs are encumbered by complex, time-consuming reviews
conducted by officials far removed from the scene of need. Re-
lated to this charge is the criticism of the added barriers of
federal regional office decisions. Often, it is alleged, regional
officials, insulated from both the proximity of Congress and the
wishes of local officials, tend to establish their own sets of priori-
ties that may conflict with both congressional and local objectives.

Other criticisms relate to (a) the tendency of federal officials to
scatter funds among several local agencies without consulting the
leadership of the municipality involved; (b) federal policies that
discourage metropolitan cooperation by forcing communities to
compete against each other for federal funds, (c) federal policies
that overlook the unequal distribution of revenues between a cen-
tral city and its suburbs thus permitting wealthy suburbs to be
subsidized with funds that are needed more by urban commun-
1 88th Congress Ist session (1963); for an interpretation see The Annals, May

1965, pp. 131-134.
2 89th Congress Ist session (1965).
3 Statement of August 13, 1968 delivered to Democratic Convention Platform

Hearings Committee, Faneuil Hall, Boston.
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ities, (d) a state role that interferes with the quickest and most
imaginative use of federal funds by the local governments, (e)
single-year funding that adversely affects local planning, and (f)
the abuse of so-called “grantsmanship” that results in expensive
consultant fees to municipalities that retain a consultant to maxi-
mize their chances to obtain federal aid. On this last point, critics
state that the complexity and the cost of doing business with
federal granting agencies has become so high that it almost com-
mands resort to elaborate and expensive lobbying arrangements.
Thus, they urge a reorganization of the grant application process
to encourage applicants to follow the prescribed process in con-
trast to the practice of seeking personal contacts at a high level
in the agency who will presumably promote the applicant’s interest.

Among other critical needs, municipal leaders emphasize that the
Federal Government must revise its attitudes toward local govern-
ments. Toward that end, they advocate the elimination of the
time-consuming administration checks and pre-audits in favor of a
compliance procedure on a statistical spot basis. In their view,
regional offices should be staffed by officials empowered to make
basic decisions with dispatch. Probably most important, they argue
that the Federal Government should place more trust in a city’s
chief executive.

Finally, municipal administrators criticize the Federal Govern-
ment’s urbanization policy as unrealistic:

“Taken together, federal programs do not represent a conscious positive
policy or attitude toward urbanization***. A positive federal approach
must avoid thrusting more population on overcrowded central cities and
the draining off of their vital personal and fiscal resources.”!

Other recommendations include a revision of the federal grant-
in-aid system, and the creation of an Urban Development Fund
with primary emphasis on delivery of services for which programs
are created, by giving maximum authority to local government
for planning and establishing priorities and providing local govern-
ments with a method of direct access to federal programs. State
agencies should be involved only when they can contribute to the
effectiveness and the financial support of these efforts.
i Statement of Mayor of Boston, August 22, 1968.
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Some of these criticisms have also been levied by Daniel P.
Moynihan, urban affairs adviser to the President. In a recent
publication1 Moynihan is critical of the establishment of new
agencies to administer community action programs. By refusing
to route programs through city halls, he writes, Washington
showed disrespect for established authority. However, other auth-
orities dismiss this argument as ineffective, declaring that many
local officials had shown themselves either unresponsive to the
needs of certain groups (i.e., the poor and the disadvantaged) or
they were unconcerned with finding fresh approaches and initiatives
needed to attack problems at their roots. What is needed, these
observers say, is a politician’s instincts and an intellectual’s aware-
ness of problems confronting government.

Some measures that would reform federal assistance programs
have been filed for consideration with the new Congress.2 HR 783
provides for temporary authorization to expedite procedures for
consideration and approval of projects drawing upon more than
one federal aid program and to simplify requirements for the op-
eration of such projects. HR 340 would establish a Commission
for the Improvement of Government Management and Organiza-
tion. Of interest also is HR 338 which would create a new cata-
log of federal assistance programs.

Also of interest is HR 2519 filed by Congressman Reuss of
Wisconsin which would provide $l5 billion in federal grants over
a three year period for states which take steps to modernize state
and local governments. Titled the “State and Local Government
Modernization Act of 1969,” the bill specifies the steps that must
be taken toward modernization and provides unrestricted federal
block grants. The only “string” on such block grants would be
good-faith initiative by the States on filing a statement of intent

their modern government programs.3

Related to the foregoing is the report of the National Man-
power Policy Task Force which recommends consolidation of
federal manpower programs and an increased state role. The
1 Maximum Feasible Misunderstanding, Daniel P. Moynihan, the Free Press,

N.Y., N.Y,
2 Council of State Governments, Briefs, January 13, 1969.
3 See Congressional Record, January 3, 1969 pp. H 159-162.
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report favors unified appropriations to a single federal man-
power agency, allocation of most funds to states by formula, and
centralized state, and possibly metropolitan, manpower planning
pursuant to federal guidelines. It calls for the separation of
the operating function from planning and evaluation and a con-
centration of funds in a single local agency for disbursement to
other public or private agencies for needed services. Significantly,
it recommends that all state and local agencies involved be an-
swerable to local officials.

Although federal assistance programs are as old as the nation
itself, it is generally accepted that the progenitor of federal grant-
in-aid programs was the Morrill Act of 1862. That law authorized
the transfer of certain federal lands to the states to assist in the
development of colleges with stress on teaching of agricultural
and mechanical studies. The land grant college act was not a no-
strings attached program. Each governor had to report annually
to Congress on disposition of funds acquired by -the sale of the
public lands, and every land-grant college had to report annually
on its progress, including cost statistics on all improvements and
experiments.

In 1911, Congress passed the Weeks Act, another landmark in
federal grant-in-aid program development. The Weeks Act, aimed
at prevention of forest fires, required states to submit a plan to
the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture before any federal funds would
be disbursed. In 1916, federal road building grants were
and five years later Congress stipulated that as a condition of
such grants, states must establish highway departments to ad-
minister the grants with sufficient powers and facilities to dis-
charge their duties under the federal law to the satisfaction of the
Secretary.

CHAPTER 111.

GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF FEDERAL AID

Background to Federal Assistance Programs
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By 1921, therefore, the two basic features of federal grant-in-aid
programs had been established. States bad to conform to condi-
tions prescribed by Congress to become eligible for grants, and
once having conformed, they had to maintain certain performance
standards if they were to expect a continual flow of federal funds.

Notwithstanding the significance of the foregoing federal acts,
federal grants amounted to a small fraction of state and local
spending up to the period of the Great Depression of the 19305.
But the state and local governments found themselves unable to
cope with the problems of the Depression. Property tax revenues,
so important to local finance, fell off due to widespread delinquency
in payments. Concurrent demands for relief and welfare services
grew at an alarming rate. Consequently, the Federal Government
was forced to step in and shoulder burdens that were tradition-
ally those of the state and local governments. In the 11-year
period from 1930 through 1940 federal grants to state and local
governments rose by 650% ($147 million to $945 million). Most
of this additional money was for welfare, relief and public works.
The Social Security Act of 1935, for example, extended federal
matching grants to the states for the elderly, the blind, dependent
and crippled children, and for maternal and child health. Sub-
stantial increases also occurred in highway grants, agricultural
extension work and vocational education.

Although state and local spending has increased annually since
the end of World War II it has not kept pace with needs spawned
by the growth in population and the technological revolution.
Urban areas, often neglected by malapportioned state legislatures
more responsive to suburban and rural constituencies have had
to look to Washington for help on such matters as slum clearance,
urban renewal, air pollution control, mass transportation and met-
ropolitan planning.

Federal grant-in-aid programs have grown so numerous and so
large in terms of funds allocated that they now constitute a formid-
able section of the governmental structure. The following sections
of this report examine the nature and types of aid, current trends
and the impact of the grant programs on state and local govern-
ments.
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Nature and Types of Grants-in-Aid
A federal grantj in-aid is money paid or provided to state or

local governments for specified purposes, i.e., categories, and sub-
ject to such conditions that are included in a statute or in ad-
ministrative regulations. 1

Two common types of grants are the formula grant and the
project grant. Formida grants are distributed to all state govern-
ments (or indirectly to local governments) according to a statutory
formula. Recipients are entitled to these grants as a matter of
right, subject to any ceiling on authorizations or appropriations
of funds. Project grants are designed to meet specific problems and
are not distributed uniformly to all states. An eligible recipient
must take the initiative in applying for such grants. Federal
administrators exercise their own judgment in making these grants,
subject to congressional guidelines and within funding limitations.
Usually project grants contain relatively small sums of money,
which stresses the importance of local initiative to take advantage
of funds available by making requests and following up with
necessary action.

Generally both types of grants require matching funds (or cost
sharing) by the recipient. All formula grants and a few project
grants also include formulae for apportionment of available funds.
Factors determining the apportionment vary: fixed ratio matching,
under which each recipient must share the same proportion of
program costs, and variable matching, which reflects the differing
abilities of the recipient to support functions for which assistance
is given.

There is also a distinction between categorical grants and block
grants. The former are made for narrowly defined purposes which
Congress deems to be of national concern, such as sewage treat-
ment and old age assistance. The latter might be unconditional
fiscal grants to a specific local government or a grant restricted to
a broad program purpose such as welfare.

Nearly all federal grants are categorical grants although money

i Generally excluded from this definition are (1) shared revenues, (2) pay-
ments in lieu of taxes, (3) loans or repayable advances, (4) payments for
contractual services rendered to the federal government.
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provided to states under recent federal legislation is in the form of
block grants.1

The essence of a categorical grant is that in exchange for accept-
ance of certain national minimum standards for a specific purpose,
the recipient is provided needed resources. This pattern was estab-
lished more than a century ago 2 when Congress enacted legislation
to assist states in establishing and maintaining land-grant colleges.
The law, providing land rather than money, carefully specified the
objectives of the grant, restricted the use of revenue obtained from
sale of the lands, and required annual reports.

In the latter part of the nineteenth century, money grants were
extended. Federal aid programs of a major nature were introduced
in the twentieth century beginning with highways and vocational
education and rehabilitation. A broad range of welfare and econom-
ic security programs was launched to meet the critical needs that
arose from the economic depression of the 19305. More than a
dozen of current grant categories had their origin during that
period or early in the 19405.

A series of new categorical grants for health care, selected edu-
cational programs and urban renewal marked the early post World
War II period. Grants for municipal sewage treatment were added
in the 19505. In the present decade significant programs were un-
dertaken to widen educational opportunities on all levels; to develop
depressed areas; to carry health services and medical care to the
indigent; to attack poverty; and through the model cities program,
to transform blight and slums into new neighborhoods.

Of 95 program categories listed in two federal publications, 3

only ten were established before 1930; another 17 up to the end
of World War II; an additional 29 up to 1960; and 39 (41% of the
total) since 1960. Expenditures for grants increased substantially
over the two-year period between fiscal 1966 and 1968 (from
$12.6 billion to an estimated $17.3 billion) with the bulk of the
increase attributable to programs added during this decade.

Development of Categorical Grants

1 Health Planning Legislation in 1966 opened the door to a comprehensive
attack on health problems in place of the traditional segmented approach.

2 Morrill Act of 1862.
3 Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, Budget of the United States.
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Some dramatic shifts in program focus are borne out by com-
parative figures or grant totals in selected periods. Before the
Federal Government embarked on the federal-aid highway program
in the 19505, nearly two-thirds of all grant payments were for
health, labor and welfare programs, with welfare alone accounting
for nearly half the total. By 1960, commerce and transportation
grants dominated the scene as more than $2.25 billion went into
highway grants.

More recently, however, both the number and kind of aid pro-
grams have changed substantially. Several programs, designed to
broaden individual opportunity for educational and economic en-
hancement, have been added reemphasizing the health, labor and
welfare activities. In addition, housing and community develop-
ment efforts are being assisted under the new programs. These
programs account for about two-thirds of the total payments.

The expansion of federal aid programs is reflected also in the
proportion of total federal expenditure and in the percentage of
total state-local revenues. As a proportion of total federal ex-
penditures, federal aid more than doubled between 1955 and 1968
(from 4.6% to 10.1%). Federal aid represented about 17% of state-
local general revenue (nationwide) in 1967 compared to 11% in
1957.

In its review of the federal categorical grant system, the U.S.
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations has stated
that the evolution of that grant system indicates a growth based
on a congressional determination that (1) the achievement of
certain specific national objectives requires additional public ex-
penditures, (2) these expenditures should be made through state
and local governments, and (3) state and local governments lack
the resources or motivation to make them on their own. 1

If one word describes the recent trend in the grant-in-aid sys-
tem, it is proliferation. The number of grants-in-aid authorizations
since 1962 is greater than the cumulative total up to that year.

Trends

Proliferation of Grants

1 Fiscal Balance in the American Federal System, Vol. 1, 1967 (p, 149).
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Rapid expansion in numbers of grants has produced an information
gap and from the viewpoint of the recipients state and local
governments the sheer number, variety, and complexity of
grants make it nearly impossible for them to be fully aware of
what grants are available, which federal agencies administer them
and how they may fit local needs. Consequently, several cities,
hundreds of counties and nearly all the states have established
federal-aid coordinators. In addition, many states and cities have
established Washington offices for the express purpose of keeping
informed as to grant programs and following through with federal
agencies to expedite grant applications. “ ‘Grantsmanship’ has
become a popular new game in Washington, played most effec-
tively by alert state and local governments. If they do not have
Washington offices or perhaps even if they do they find
many consultants at hand whose business it is to keep informed
on available grant programs and help their clients in applying
for them.”1

In an attempt to cope with the multiplication of grants, a large
number of different catalogs of available grants have been as-
sembled by federal agencies and by national and state associations
of public and private groups. Notwithstanding efforts of those
compiling such catalogues, none examined is a truly comprehen-
sive compilation. It may be said, however, that they at least
serve as a starting point and for many local governments, they
point the way to the federal agency that would be in the best
position to further advise and assist on a particular local need.

Complicating the picture is an overlapping and duplication of
many grant programs, especially in areas such as water supply,
sewage disposal, recreation, economic development and the more
recent anti-poverty campaign. Four different federal agencies ad-
minister a like number of grants for water and sewer projects;
six different statutes authorize eight separate library grants; two
federal departments are involved in historic preservation grants.

Such overlapping and multiple categorization produce adminis-
trative problems at each level of government and serve to handi-
cap a coordinated effort against local problems. One result is that
eligible recipients of aid may be bewildered as to what differences
1 Op. cat., p. 151.
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V-

may exist between programs that appear to be alike. Other re-
cipients may be unsure as to whether they are pursuing the most
beneficial program. Conversely, the more astute local officials may
exploit opportunities, using one federal agency against another.
Further confusion stems from varying requirements under similar
programs which may invite an applicant to select a program that
may not be the most useful one for local purposes but which
may be more attractive than an alternative choice because it has
less stringent requirements or it is less burdensome in respect to
matching funds.

Project grants constitute a sizeable majority of the total of
authorized programs and the trend is toward an increased pro-
portion. One explanation offered for this development is the in-
flexibility of the state formula grant approach. Project grants do
not require a state plan, they are not on a formula basis, they
can be used to meet more diverse problems, and they are more
appealing to professional administrators as a road to accomplish-
ment. In principle, a project grant allows the most flexibility in
utilizing personnel, in combining public and private efforts and
in the choice of program emphasis.

Extremely important implications for the entire grantdn-aid sys-
tem may be drawn from the growing reliance on project grants.
Thus, some doubt exists that federal funds will be applied to
meet national requirements in the most effective manner because
Congress has left it to administrators to apply distribution for-
mulae and the latter will often balance program considerations
against political considerations.

Equally important emphasis on project grants makes it difficult
for applicants to know what aids are available, to prepare ef-
fective applications and to make the required efforts in following
through to assure that grants are awarded. In effect, the states
and local government that are best organized and staffed may
expect the lion’s share of grants, even though in several cases,
they may have a superior fiscal capacity with which to meet a
particular need, or in other cases, a relatively low rank in a com-
parative index of needs among localities.

Expanding Use of Project Grants
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Inasmuch as the federal system values local initiative and dis-
cretion, it is argued that it is only natural that some localities
will not match the more able and more zealous in obtaining fed-
eral grants. Hence, if uniformity of services is to be the goal,
reliance would have to be placed on the national government
rather than on a state and local exertion of effort to obtain aid.

A recent study of Congressional rationale for matching ratios
and apportionment formulas in the grantJin-aid system identifies
some of the factors that have produced the increasing variety in
matching ratios. 1

Early grant programs were based on equal sharing between the
federal and state governments. Beginning in the 1930s and par-
ticularly since the end of World War 11, grants have included
equalization formulae with funds apportioned on the basis of pro-
gram need and financial ability. The largest grant program
the interstate highway program (90-10 matching basis) was
the first major departure from the traditional 50-50 sharing basis
without variable matching. In this connection, Congress placed a
high priority on achieving a particular national objective: a national
defense network of major roads connecting populous urban centers.
In 1965, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act provided
100% federal grants to local school districts for promoting educa-
tional services for culturally deprived children. With this develop-
ment Congress stressed the correction of unequal educational op-
portunity as a national goal.

Other examples of high federal ratio of sharing are (a) the
Community Action Program and Demonstration Cities grants
which are intended to encourage innovation and experimentation
in provding public services and facilities (up to 80% federal share);
(b) grants for economic development which may cover up to 80%
of project costs in economically distressed areas; (c) air pollution
services and demonstrations (66-75% federal share) and solid waste
disposal demonstration (100%).

One explanation offered for the wide array of matching ratios

Variety in Matching Ratios

1 ACER Report, supra, pp. 155-161.
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is that they reflect different policy purposes of grants: some
are meant to stimulate state or local governments to undertake
or expand certain services; others to provide continuing support
of programs originally conceived by the Federal Government but
now capable of being largely financed by state or local units;
still others are intended for pilot projects.

The wide range of matching ratios has been cited by respon-
sible critics as evidence of a need to clarify the extent of national
interest in varying programs that are closely related yet administ-
ered by different agencies and supported by varying amounts of
federal dollars for each state or local dollar.

The situation generates another problem with respect to its effect
upon state and local decisions on expenditures. State and local
officials tend to reach for the so-called easy money; i.e., they are
induced to spend more of their available resources on programs
that call for higher federal spending. In some cases this results
in committing local funds to low-priority projects and interrupts
or upsets a preferred need.1

Where variations exist in matching ratios in programs that are
closely related, questions arise over equity and consistency on the
part of the grantor, thereby resulting in applicants playing one
federal agency against the other. Among examples of inconsist-
ency cited are grants for sewer and water facilities three
federal departments, Agriculture, HUD, and Interior, administer
programs in this category. One limits the federal share to 50%;
the second also has a 50% limit on the federal share except that
federal contributions in certain circumstances may reach 90% for
communities under 10,000 population; the third has a limit of 30%
on the federal share but under certain conditions this may go
as high as 50%.

The inequities in federal reimbursements for relocation expenses
involved in federally-aided projects are also cited. HUD program
reimbursements are considerably more generous than those allow-
ed under highway programs.

i For an opposite point of view see David L. Smith, “The Response of State
and Local Governments to Federal Grants. National Tax Journal, September
1968, p. 349. Smith argues that local response to grants is a reflection of dif-
ferences in public interest and preferences for varying governmental services
rather than effects of grant provisions.
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An incentive grant is a device employed to encourage the re-
cipient to exceed minimum levels of program reforms. While all
grants contain minimum prescribed conditions that an applicant
must meet to obtain the grant, the incentive grant rewards the
recipient with more federal money if it meets a desirable standard
that is above the minimum required. Such awards are written
into the provisions of the Water Pollution Control Act, the Public
Works and Economic Development Act and the Federal Aid High-
way legislation of 1963 and 1965.

Traditionally, a grant-in-aid program has been directed at a
comparatively narrow objective. However, legislation enacted in
recent years has introduced a systems approach that views prob-
lems in their totality in place of a piecemeal, separate attack.
Programs have been developed with broader objectives that range
across functional lines which have in the past separated the ad-
ministering agencies. In this approach, programs may be geared
to solve problems of a particular area (Appalachia, New England)
or a particular group (urban, low-income). An example of a
package-type program is that under the early Area Redevelop-
ment Act that attacks chronic unemployment. An applicant would
be assisted through planning grants, urban renewal grants, public
facility loans, occupational training programs, and technical assist-
ance. Substantial publicity has been given to similar-type package
programs under the Economic Opportunity Act (attack on pover-
ty) and the model cities grants under the Demonstration Cities
and Metropolitan Development Act (aimed at revitalizing slums
and blighted neighborhoods).

Historically, grants began as exclusive payments to states, al-
though in some cases funds were redistributed to local govern-
ments. Now there are an increasing number of direct grants to
local governments (and private individuals and institutions, as well).

The trend of bypassing the states is referred to as direct federal-
ism and reflects in part the failure of states to meet specific

Incentive Grants

Multi-Functional Grant Programs

Diversification of Eligible Grant Recipients
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local needs. One reason offered to explain the trend is the states
failure to respond to major problems associated with large urban
centers, coupled with the growing independent political influence
of the latter units of government. But direct grants are not and
never have been limited to big cities; many small communities
have benefitted from direct federal aid in the public housing field,
education and urban renewal, to cite a few illustrations. Federal
officials also tend to look at a particular area or need without
the limitations of circumscribed state or local boundaries and in
doing so, are able to effect closer controls over performance.

In its recent publication, the Advisory Commission on Inter-
governmental Relations listed 68 grants under which funds may
be paid directly to local units of government.1 Local govern-
ments are the sole recipients in 12 programs; the state does not
participate in 38 programs; and in another 30 programs it has a
limited role. The foregoing grants relate only to support of plan-
ning, operating, or construction activities, but in addition, there is
a large number of grants for training, research and demonstration
purposes that may flow directly to local governments.

The majority of those direct grants are the result of legislation
enacted since the beginning of the Kennedy Administration. It
should be noted that not only do these grants by-pass states, but
many by-pass general purpose units of local governments and go
to special purpose districts.

Finally, there is an additional category of grants that flow
directly to private individuals and institutions.

Obviously, the broadening of eligible governmental grant recip-
ients has weakened the state’s role in the federal grant system;
and a similar effect on local government has occurred with the
inclusion of special purpose districts and private or public non-
profit groups as eligible recipients. In particular the direct grants
to the latter group weakens the importance of state and local
governments in federally funded activity.

These developments are attributed to (a) the failure of states
to respond to their own urban needs, (b) the inability of many
local governments to assure professional performance of a federally
aided function because of statutory limitations or political prob-

1 Op. cit. pp. 166-168.
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lems, (c) limited powers of local officials coupled with their re-
luctance to deal with particular social problems, and (d) the su-
perior qualifications of certain private or non-profit public groups
to undertake particular project type programs.

Increased flow of grant money to metropolitan areas is among
the most significant recent trend in federal grants. Major grants
have gone to programs for housing development, education and
aid to the disadvantaged. Nearly 60% of the grant total of $17.4
billion for 1968 was earmarked for urban needs and resources, an
increase of 165% over the comparable 1961 figure.

State and local officials, in response to a questionnaire of the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations, were in
accord that federal administrative and fiscal requirements are too
rigid. One of the most frequently criticized federal administrative
standards is the “single state agency” requirement, which requires
either that a single state agency must be named to administer
or supervise a grant-in-aid program or that a state agency be
named as the sole agency for this purpose.

Although this requirement initially helped to strengthen integra-
tion of state administi'ation on an agency or functional basis, it
has since been cited as the most important federal deterrent to
integrating related major functions in state administrative organiz-
ation in several major grant-in-aid areas.

Efforts to give federal officials authority to waive this require-
ment are reflected in recent legislative proposals. The recently
enacted Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968 includes such
authority when requested by an appropriate state official in cases
where such federal provisions impede effective and efficient state
administration.

Fiscal reporting and accounting requirements also affect the
administration of grant programs. A substantial percentage of state
and local officials believe that variations in accounting methods
and audits contribute to difficulties in administering grants. Fed-
eral officials, on the other hand, contend that the lowering of
federal accounting and auditing requirements would dilute their

Urban Area Grants

Administration and Fiscal Requirements
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primary responsibility of managing the federal-aid programs and
would impair federal review of performance.

Planning requirements, as a condition of grants-in-aid, have
also grown in recent years, both in number and variety. The
majority of earlier enacted requirements called for state plans,
generally in the health, education and welfare field. Of those
planning requirements enacted in the past decade, about two-thirds
require state plans, largely program plans in the field of educational
services but also extending to health planning.

A lesser number of recent planning enactments call for project
plans, such as public works and development facilities, supplemen-
tary education centers and services, model cities, commercial fish-
eries and wildlife, irrigation projects and community action pro-
grams. An additional number, while not requiring a state or proj-
ect plan, do stipulate that the aided project conform to an area-
wide comprehensive plan, or an areawide functional plan, or both.

The trend toward requiring conformity with a comprehensive
plan parallels the increase in grants for physical development
programs. Nearly all of the more recent programs that do not
have state planning requirements involve a major degree of physi-
cal development. However, there is considerable variation in these
program requirements with respect to conformity to a compre-
hensive areawide plan, or a functional areawide plan, or both, as
well as to the type of plan required.

A special analysis of planning requirements for federal urban
development programs found that most of these programs promise
functional planning only, without relating the aided function with
other functions designed to achieve orderly development of the
entire area. 1

In this sense the Director of the Federal Budget Bureau has
criticized the lack of a rational approach to fanning requirements.
Certain planning requirements which are a basic condition of
grants may overlap, which in turn causes confusion and adversely

Planning Requirements

i Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Impact on Federal Ur-
ban Development Programs on Local Government Organization and Plan-
ning, 1964.
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affects program policy and execution. Where specific functional
planning is not related to certain general plans in a given area,
confusion may be compounded. The Budget Director points out
that in some cases there is overplanning and duplication that de-
feats the very purpose of planning; on the other hand serious gaps
in planning exist elsewhere.

To meet this problem and other similar sources of irritation to
state and local administrators, steps have been taken to assure a
more rational treatment of multi-jurisdictional planning. These
include a Presidential memorandum requesting agency heads to
work directly with the Budget Bureau to assure full coordination
as to multi-jurisdictional planning and to harmonize separate func-
tional plans and comprehensive planning for an area.

Another problem has developed from a lack of planning require-
ments. In the case of state planning requirements, which is the
most prevalent type in federal grant programs, individual program
plans often have little, if any, relationship to overall state govern-
ment operations and planning. Federal grant programs have not
required state functional plans to conform with a comprehensive
state plan. However, there are efforts to correct this omission
by including federal aid for comprehensive state planning. An
example is such a provision in HUD’s urban planning program.

State and Local Government Administrative Problems

A wide and frequently bewildering range of federal programs
that vary as to authorizations, provisions and requirements, has
evolved for the purpose of assisting local governments. As indicat-
ed above, in many cases, local governments qualify as direct re-
cipients and in a few instances, they are the only eligible re-
cipients. In other instances, though state governments alone may
administer a particular federal-aid program, allocations can be
used only for assistance to local governments. Some federal aid
to localities, however, depends upon patterns of functional respon-
sibilities and on provisions of State plans and legislation such as
in the welfare and highway fields.

All federal grants that flow directly to eligible local govern-
ments are project grants. As a consequence, the separate project

The Bewildering Array of Authorized Aid
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grant has produced intense competition among local units of govern-
ment to obtain such assistance. One result of local competitive
efforts for these grants is to stimulate a high level of perform-
ance. But it also has spawned so-called “grantsmanship giving
the advantage to those localities that can afford large, specialized
staffs knowledgeable in ways and means of obtaining grant
assistance. Thus, many municipalities request assistance beyond
their actual needs, thereby penalizing those smaller communities
that have a greater need but, for want of specialized staff, are
unable to compete for funds.

The state is involved in the administration of federal grants for
local assistance in a threefold manner:

a. Authorizing or facilitating action that is necessary for local
participation;

b. Direct administration of a grant program; and
c. Provision of a share of the non-federal matching funds.

A local government participates in a federal grant program on
the basis of state authority. The extent of participating authority
may vary according to the range of responsibilities of a local
government. In general, for conventional functions within the nor-
mal range of a local government’s responsibility, no specific state
authorization is required to participate in urban programs. But
specific authorization may be required for new programs and exist-
ing statutes or regulations may impede local participation.

Mass. General Laws, c. 44, s. 53A provides authority for local
acceptance of federal grants or gifts. Under the statute, an “officer
or department of any city or town, or of any regional school or
other district, may accept grants or gifts of funds from the fed-
eral government . .

.” In the case of any grant or gift given
for educational purposes, such funds may be expended for the pur-
poses of such grant or gift with the approval of the school com-
mittee. With respect to any other grant or gift, funds may be
spent for the purposes of the grant or gift with the approval of
(1) the city manager and city council in Plan D or Plan E cities,
(2) the mayor and city council in all other cities, (3) the board

State Involvement
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of selectmen in towns, and (4) the prudential committee, if any,
otherwise, the commissioners, in districts.

Funds received must be deposited with the treasurer of the city,
town or district, must be held as a separate account, and may be
spent without further appropriation notwithstanding other statu-
tory provisions contained in General Laws, c. 44, s. 53.

Any grant, subvention or subsidy for educational purposes re-
ceived from the Federal Government may be spent by the School
Committee of a city, town or district without including the pur-
pose of such expenditure in, or applying such amount to, the an-
nual or any supplemental budget, or appropriation request of such
committee (G.L. c. 44, s. 53A). However, this provision of the
law does not apply to funds that are governed by General Laws,
c. 71, s. 26c. The law, however, does apply to amounts received
as grants under the federal Elementary and Secondary Education
Act of 1965 (P.L. 89-10).

State financial assistance to local governments may range from
specific programs designed to supplement local matching on the
one hand, to broad general provision of new revenue sources to
finance local matching obligations. In addition such aid can either
be specifically identified and related to federal grant programs or
it can be made available for program or functional areas for
which there is also federal grant assistance.

Among basic urban programs where state aid supplements local
funds to help meet the matching share of a federal program are
(1) water pollution control, (2) airport construction, (3) urban
removal, (4) transportation, (5) water and sewer facilities, and
(6) hospital and medical facilities. Massachusetts has authorized
state aid funds for localities for federal grant programs involving
waste treatment works, airport construction, urban renewal, and
urban mass transportation.

State involvement or channeling may take two principal forms;
(1) review and comment or approval of applications going directly
from local governments to a federal agency, or (2) a state plan,
state allocation of available funds within the state, or state de-
termination of eligible projects and priorities.

The precise nature and 'Significance of state channeling or in-
volvement in federal grant programs varies according to federal
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and state requiements and procedures. Many programs require a
state plan that serves as the primary instrument for channeling.
The state can play an important role in local administration of a
federal aid program by supplying technical assistance as a comple-
ment to the federal financial assistance. Such assistance is most fre-
quently provided in the form of technical or professional skills
on expensive and specialized equipment such as in engineering,
planning, laboratory and testing facilities and services. The extent
of this technical aid varies by function and by state. The most
common example is the urban planning assistance programs for
communities under 50,000 population. Other examples occur in
connection with planning assistance rendered in the development
of specific medical facility projects assisted under the Hill-Burton
grant program; engineering and planning assistance available un-
der sewage disposal projects administered by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Agency, and education projects under the Elem-
entry and Secondary Education Act.

Many states have recently established a special agency for urban
or local affairs to help coordinate and provide services to local
governments. These agencies serve as a specific focal point in
state government to which local governments can turn both for
technical services and for information regarding the availability
of services from other agencies. They are helping the states in
their role in the administration of federal grant programs, and
serve as clearinghouses for information regarding state and federal
grant-in-aid programs. In addition, they can assist in the develop-
ment of plans, projects and applications for federal aid and offer
technical assistance and services not otherwise provided.

Massachusetts established such an agency in 1968 with the pas-
sage of legislation consolidating several existing agencies into a
new Department of Community Affairs (Acts of 1968 c. 761).
Among the statutory responsibilities vested in the Department
several, as outlined below, relate specifically to combined federal,
state and local government activity. The new Department is di-
rected to:

(g) assist local governments in their relations with state and federal
agencies and programs, and participate directly, when requested by any

Offices of Local Government
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community, in any matters involving action or proposed action of an
agency of the commonwealth directly affecting such community; . . .

(i) discharge the duties imposed on it by or pursuant to law in the fields
of housing, urban renewal, relocation, housing code enforcement, model
cities, new towns, local and regional planning, aging, economic opportunity,
and training personnel for community development; . . .

(j) further the cooperation of local, state, federal and private agencies
and institutions with respect to programs affecting community develop-
ment;

(k) represent and act on behalf of the commonwealth in connection with
federal grant programs applicable to programs of community develop-
ment in the functional areas described in clause (i) when requested by any
community to act on a specific grant application;

(1) seek, accept and otherwise take full advantage of all federal aid
available to the department and to assist other agencies of the common-
wealth and local agencies to take full advantage of sill federal grants and
subventions available for community development; .

. .

(r) formulate and submit annually to the governor and the general court
beginning on or before December 4, 1970, a Five-Year comprehensive hous-
ing program for low and moderate income families, including, but not
limited to: the establishment of the number of units required; the geo-
graphic distribution among the municipalities of the commonwealth in
specific conformance with the commonwealth and federal open housing
laws; recognition of needed social, education, and health services and work
opportunities; recognition of specific housing needs for persons displaced by
public action; recommendations for local, commonwealth and federal pro-
grams for the acquisition and sale or rent of one-, two- and three-family
unit structures; and of a housing financing program for low and moderate
Income families incorporating recommendations for federal, commonwealth,
municipal and private financial loan and grant participation for implemen-
tation of land and building acquisition, construction, maintenance, rehabili-
tation, leased housing, and rent supplementation;

(s) formulate in cooperation with related state agencies and submit an-
nually to the governor and the general court beginning on or before
December 4, 1970 and from time to time thereafter biannually a five-year
Community and Environmental Development Program, including, but not
limited to; establishment of the number and location of areas requiring
conservation, rehabilitation or renewal; recommendations regarding the
need and priority for area improvements involving sewer, water, parks,
public safety, urban beautification, solid waste, health welfare education
and recreation centers, traffic and public works; establishment of unified
code enforcement personnel training and evaluation procedures; and es-
tablishment of a financial program which shall identify the required pro-
portionate participation by federal agencies, commonwealth, and munici-
palities, and which shall give consideration to the commonwealth contribu-
ting one half of the nonfederal share; .

. .

The statute also stipulates that an information copy of each
application for a federal grant or loan for any community de-
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velopment program must be filed with the Department of Com-
munity Affairs not more than ten days after each such application
has been submitted.1

To assist the Department in the discharge of its duties, the
statute also created an 18 member Advisory Committee on com-
munity Affairs including a specified number of local officials from
cities and towns of varying populations (Acts of 1968 c. 761, s. 5).

Effective local planning is a significant factor in the impact
of federal grant programs. Sound planning and budgeting helps
to evaluate needs for specific programs and balances alternative
local demands. The federal “701 urban local planning assistance
program” is a recognition of the order and focus that can be
imposed at the local level to cope with overlapping and conflicting
federal programs. Originally limited to planning in relation to
physical development of a community, the program now provides
support for much broader and more significant planning activities.
There is now increased emphasis on local and economic factors and
the interrelationships between physical and human development
or renewal.

Moreover, some grant provisions now encourage and support
the development of more comprehensive concepts in contrast
to restrictions on traditional planning jurisdictions and concerns.
The community renewal program thus aims to envelop urban re-
newal, redevelopment, low income public housing and other pro-
grams. Federal highway aid for metropolitan areas now requires
an areawide transportation planning program. Applications for
assistance under a number of grant programs affecting urban de-
velopment must be approved by an area wide planning agency
under Section 204 of the Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan
development development Act of 1966. Federal grants for sewage

Local Government Planning

1 In compliance with annual appropriation Acts, State agencies must submit
applications for federal grants to the Commissioner of Administration and
Finance for approval. Any transfer of federal grant funds is subject to the
same approval. All such funds received must be reported in full to the
Budget Director, the Comptroller, and the Senate and House Committees on
Ways and Means.
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treatment works can be increased by 10% if the aided project
conforms to an areawide comprehensive plan.

Two major elements are involved in coordinating federal finan-
cial assistance with overall local objectives. One is the planning
and budgeting process in local government; the other is the de-
velopment of organizational and structural techniques designed
to facilitate implementation of that process.

Efforts to achieve better local coordination of federal grant
administration have taken two courses: (1) establishing a specific
position for federal aid coordination, and (2) restructuring local
departments so as to bring together under one administration
those programs upon which federal grants have the greatest im-
pact.

Although specific functions of officials appointed to a federal-
aid coordination position vary among cities, they generally in-
clude the channeling, evaluation and review of federal programs
information, evaluation of the specific impact of federal pro-
grams on local plans, objectives and budget; and review and
processing of grant applications. In some cities, the city plan-
ning department has been specifically assigned responsibility of
coordinating federal aid information and grant applications. As
previously noted, several large cities have established a Wash-
ington office to facilitate liaison with federal agencies and to
assist in coordination of federal grant activities at the local level.
In some cities the trend is to parallel state and federal organ-
izational efforts by consolidating various departments into a com-
munity development and human resource agency which indi-
rectly accomplishes among more fundamental objectives, the co-
ordination of federal assistance. Recent experience in several
large cities suggests an organization trend that brings together
in one agency a range of responsibilities for functions which
includes programs frequently aided by federal grants.

Special Districts
Special organizational and structural problems for local govern-

ments have evolved from some provisions of federal grant legisla-
tion. Thus, on the one hand, many federal programs affecting
urban development either required or induced many special dis-
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tricts for their administration. On the other hand, most federal
programs either required or preferred limited local jurisdictions.

Federal policies have frequently followed a pragmatic approach
to determining organizational requirements for eligibility. Primary
interest has focused on the assurance of professional quality per-
formance of the function and the achievement of specific program
objectives.

Certain basic steps must be taken by any local government if
it is to both obtain federal assistance and use it in the most
beneficial manner. The initial step recommended by federal aid
officials is for the community to identify and analyze its needs
and problems, with long and short range goals for both physical
and human resource development. In short, a locality must deter-
mine in what direction it wants to go. Secondly, it should develop
alternative programs and projects that will lead toward established
goals, organized into a plan that encompasses time schedules, com-
pletion dates, funding sources, and procedures and requisites for
obtaining aid. With this coordination a community is able to fix
priorities and more wisely select available federal programs. Third,
a locality is urged to adopt a flexible program that permits ad-
justing priorities as needs dictate. A particular program may run
into obstacles unforeseen when adopted: conditions for reviewing
aid may change, new funding sources may appear, and a flexible
program that allows for shifting of emphasis and maintaining
the momentum of community development is most advantageous.
Further, it is stressed that community leaders must win total
commitment for a program, not mere acceptance. Finally, local
leaders are urged to explore and utilize all sources of information
about federal, private, and other public plans.

Federal officials remind local governments that two facts should

CHAPTER IV. LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
ELIGIBILITY FOR GRANTS

Obtaining and Using Federal Aid

Establishing Objectives
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always be borne in mind. One, practically all assistance is initiated
locally and developed and directed by local agencies. The role of
federal aid, they state, is to increase the community’s ability to
achieve its goals. The federal dollar is a means toward local ends;
not an end in itself. Thus, a local government that pursues federal
programs solely for federal dollars commits a serious error. A
second fact concerns the availablity of that federal dollar. In most
cases, the demand far exceeds the available appropriations. Thus,
the waiting list is long. For this reason, careful planning and
assigning of priorities increases a community’s opportunity to
obtain aid. Checking with an appropriate federal agency at the
earliest time will help local officals make a judgment as to the
likelihood of obtaining a grant which in turn will be helpful in
making decisions on financial schedules.

A piecemeal program-by-program approach to solution of prob-
lems is no longer adequate or desirable, from the federal view-
point, because current problems have neither political nor program
boundaries. Efficient solutions require the focusing of available
activities and resources in a unified and balanced assault. The
important element in such an attack is the joint government pro-
gram which employs comprehensive planning, pooling of resources,
and coordination of effort on all three levels. A second element is
the use of broad based programs directed at a total array of
problems rather than a specific isolated program. The Model
Cities program best illustrates this approach.

The Model Cities program has been described as not so much
a new program as a new approach. Participating cities must
make a searching self examination of basic problems and con-
ditions that foster ghettoes, perpetuate frustrated people and
alienate them from society. Such cities are required to devise
comprehensive solutions that can produce jobs, housing, educa-
tional and health services but above all else an opportunity for
the victims of bias and discrimination to join the mainstream of
our society.

Obtaining Maximum Benefits
Comprehensive Approach to A Problem
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This new approach discards the old practice of attacking single
problems with single programs. Instead, all of the resources of
the Federal Government are being brought to bear on problems
identified by the participation of cities and which are coordin-
ated with the response of local, state and private groups. Among
the aims of this concentrated effort are (a) development of the
most neglected neighborhoods so as to provide opportunities for
training, work and job advancements, (b) the maintenance of
a decent standard of living; (c) the upgrading of health standards,
improved educational opportunities for children, and recreational
facilities, (d) adequate housing at realistic rentals, and (e) the
involvement of local residents in the formulation and implemen-
tation of such plans.

Another recommended element in successfully attacking local
problems is the adoption of a planning-programming-budgeting
system. This system helps local officials to 'assess the community
need and available resources and to plan effectively for the
future by the development of information related to ail contingen-
cies, costs and alternative courses of action. Such comprehensive
planning leads to better decisions on allocations of resources.

Confronted by a multiplicity of federal assistance programs any
city or town must first carefully decide which federal programs
are best suited to their needs. Several federal programs are
designed to aid a locality in the analysis of problems and planning
of solutions.

Where local analysis of a problem area reveals an interrelated
set of factors, a package of appropriate federal aid coupled with
local, state and private resources can be assembled to help solve
the combined problems. For example, a slum area might include
an interrelationship between low income levels, poor housing and
substandard health and recreational facilities.

The first step in any multi-pronged attack on such problems is
for a community to have a practical plan of action that is accept-
able to the federal agency from which aid is sought. In the example
cited above, a city can seek help from the U.S. Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development (HUD). HUD has assistance programs

Packaging Programs
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that deal with rehabilitation and code enforcement in which the
Federal Government pays up to two-thirds of the costs. Before
federal aid is forthcoming, however, the city or town must devise
a sound plan of action certified by the federal agency for one year
and recertified annually for continued eligibility under the pro-
gram. Such a plan is called a Workable Program for Community
Improvement and is focused on codes and ordinances, comprehen-
sive and neighborhood analyses, administration and financing,
housing the displaced persons and citizen participation. The fed-
eral aid covers both rehabilitation aspects and bode enforcement.
Under the former category, federal assistance is available in the
form of advances for planning loans for working capital and grants
from two-thirds to three-fourths of net project Costs. In the latter
category, federal aid takes the form of a grant for two-thirds to
three-fourths of the project. Such local improvements as streets,
traffic control devices, beautification, curbing and sidewalks, and
publicly owned street lighting and emergency communications
systems are eligible program costs if necessary to prevent decline
of an area. In short the code enforcement program aims at re-
versing the march of blight before it reaches the stage where the
more expensive rehabilitation programs become necessary and
thus also avoids a dislocation of people and businesses.

Under both of these programs, loans may be made to private
individuals for rehabilitation of structures, when certain conditions
are met; grants are available to certain persons for property re-
pairs; and mortgage insurance for property improvement loans
is available in approved cases.

The foregoing programs are somewhat limited in that they do
little more than provide minimum housing standards. To upgrade
housing, additional support activities that will improve land use
patterns, physical environment, and public facilities on one hand
and eliminate blighted structures on the other, are needed. In many
cases local support action will suffice but in some instances federal
assistance will have to be obtained, such as a demolition grant for
removal of facilities that are inconsistent with predominant land
use of an area. An open space land grant may be obtained for
up to half the cost of a park and recreational program, that may
also include scenic, historic or conservation areas.
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Other related federal aid activities are outdoor recreation as-
sistance programs that provide grants for 50% of the costs for
multipurpose parks, playgrounds, and swimming pools, and urban
beautification programs that offer grants to cover half the cost of
landscaping and improvements to parks, malls and squares. Grants
for basic water and sewer facilities are available that make up half
the cost of improving or constructing facilities. Long term public
facility loans are made to local governments of less than 50,000
population for financing construction of various facilities. Multi-
purpose neighborhood centers are eligible for federal grants that
are equal to two-thirds of the project cost.

A community can mold a package of activities from federal aid
programs that will best fit its own economic or social problems.
When physical rehabilitation of an area is undertaken, it is gen-
erally recommended that an effort be made at the same time to
improve services and facilities in employment, education, health
and welfare. A typical illustration of such a package approach is
to combine education and training programs. As an example, the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW) offers a
program for remedial instruction of disadvantaged children which
includes financing of needed materials, in-service teacher training,
and sometimes, school construction. Also offered are programs for
strengthened instruction in specific subjects, expanded vocational
and adult education, acquisition of library materials and programs
for improving guidance.

To assist the chronically unemployed, technical instruction in a
variety of service and trade occupations is offered. Preference in a
HEW Work Experience program is given to unemployed parents
of dependent children. In some instances maintenance grants, child
day care and medical care are provided. This program is com-
pletely financed by the Federal Government.

The Department of Labor also administers several related pro-
grams, substantially underwritten by the Federal Government.
Among these are the Manpower Development Program which pro-
vides training, transportation and subsistence allowances for edu-
cating and training unemployed and underemployed persons; a
Neighborhood Youth Corps designed to help needy high school stu-
dents; and a Job Corps for special education of selected trainees.
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There are, in addition to the more conventional programs, dem-
onstration programs that test or develop new or improved tech-
niques for coping with urban problems with up to 100% federal
support. These grants cover problem areas ranging from public
utilities through health and welfare, transportation, water pollu-
tion, waste disposal and urban beautification, to name a few. Such
demonstration grants however require more attentive planning
by the locality.

Finally, particular problem areas are eligible for special grants.
For example, communities affected by military bases, or plagued
by chronic unemployment, are eligible for increased grant assist-
ance.

Inasmuch as no two cities or towns have exactly the same range
of problems, no two communities will assemble identical packages
of programs. Yet all localities, regardless of size and need can em-
ploy the packaging approach to obtain maximum advantages from
their choice of programs. By following four basic steps, oppor-
tunities for a community’s success are vastly increased: (1) a
careful analysis of its problems, (2) consultation with all affected
parties, public and private, at each stage, (3) established goals
and a workable program of action to reach them, and (4) coordin-
ation and cooperation among all relevant parties.

In many instances, a regional, state or an areawide plan is a pre-
requisite to participation in a federal assistance program. Financial
and technical aid is often available for the development of such a
plan. Preparation and coordination of development planning are
aided through the Urban Planning Assistance Program of HUD. 1#

Referred to as the “701 Program,” it is the most extensive single
program of assistance for overall urban planning with grants usu-
ally made for two-thirds of the total cost of eligible program ac-
tivities. Among eligible recipients are (a) cities of less than 50,000
population, (b) counties, (c) cities in disaster areas, (d) official
state, regional or metropolitan planning groups and (e) areawide

Planning For Federal Assistance
Urban Assistance

All footnote references appear at end of chapter.
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organizations of public officials. Cities that have a population of
50,000 or more may benefit if they are members of intergovern-
mental organizations or if they meet special conditions. Included
in the program are special studies and supplementary grants for
use in economic areas.

HUD also administers the Urban Information and Technical
Assistance Services program2 which is designed to provide com-
munities (particularly those of less than 100,000 population) with
adVice and assistance on planning and community development.
Assistance may include study and analysis of local problems, prep-
aration of guide manuals and other publications containing inform-
ation for local use. States may receive matching grants to increase
their aid to localities in this respect.

HUD’s Model Cities program3 aims to encourage new, compre-
hensive, and innovative solutions to urban problems. Municipalities
of any size, or two or more acting together, may apply for tech-
nical and financial aid. Grants for 80% of the cost of planning and
developing programs are available. Plans must provide for im-
proved housing, employment, education, transportation, health,
recreation, social services and crime prevention.

Communities whose comprehensive plans are approved by HUD
may receive supplementary grants, covering up to 80% of the ag-
gregate local share of funds for federal assistance programs
carried out on connection with a model cities program.

Urban communities of all sizes that face blight and slum con-
ditions can obtain advice and technical help from HUD while de-
veloping and carrying out a Workable Program for Community
Improvement. An approved workable program is a prerequisite of
eligibility for several HUD financial aid programs.

Urban localities that are committed to optimum planning and
self-help may obtain financial and technical aid for a Community
Renewal Program.4 Eligible recipients may receive grants cov-
ering up to two-thirds of the cost of preparation and completion
of programs that will (a) identify community needs for renewal of
slum or deteriorating areas, (b) ascertain available resources to
meet these needs and (c) prepare action programs for achieving
social and physical development goals. These programs must be
coordinated with broader economic development plans that include
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community services and commercial facilities as well as housing and
public facilities.

Urban Renewal projects5 administered by HUD provide funds
and technical aid to communities for survey and planning of spe-
cific projects. Planning costs can be met by federal advances
and loans repayable with interest from funds that become avail-
able for execution of the project.

An Advances for Public Works Planning program6 of HUD
assists communities in planning individual projects and structures.
These advances are interest-free and are aimed at encouraging
communities and public agencies (a) to develop and maintain a
reserve of planned public works projects which become operative
when economic conditions dictate, (b) to promote economy and
efficiency in planning and construction of community projects, and
(c) to help localities integrate specific public works plans into
overall future growth plans. Advances cover plans for projects
in diverse categories as highways, bridges, airports, sanitation, ed-
ucational facilities, health facilities, public administration build-
ings, recreational facilities and transportation.

Rural Assistance
Rural communities can benefit from several federal aids to

planning already described, either as county subdivisions or as a
rural component to a metropolitan area. Sparsely populated local-
ities may need specialized help available through the Department
of Agriculture. Other sources include (1) the Cooperative Extension
Service7 a federal-state-university system that helps rural plan-
ning, and (2) the Economic Research Service 8 which works with
educational institutions and studies rural problems on the county
and community levels.

Finally, Programs of Financial Assistance to Small Towns and
Rural Groups9 are administered through the Farmers Home
Administration which makes loans to public and nonprofit organi-
zations for public facilities and rental housing. Grants cover part
of the cost of public water and waste disposal systems and housing
for farm labor. Comprehensive rural renewal plans may be a
condition of financial aid; assistance is available in making such
plans.
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Personnel for Planning
The Federal Government furnishes financial aid to state and

local governments for the development of planning staffs and for
training planners. In-service training of state and local personnel
is assisted directly or indirectly by most federal grant-in-aid pro-
grams. Through the federal Civil Service Commission, and other
federal sources, local officials can learn of joint training programs
that explicitly indude nonfederal public personnel.

HUD administers the most comprehensive programs for train-
ing of planning staffs. Thus, states may utilize the Community
Development Training and Research Grants10 program to pro-
vide training for current and prospective employees of local gov-
ernments. The Fellowships for City Planning and Urban Studies 11

program is designed to increase the supply of professionals in
planning, housing and community development. This program is
operated by cooperating universities and colleges and individuals
may receive grants for graduate courses in related fields.

Major economic and social problems have long since spread
beyond local bounds and are becoming more regional in character.
As a result, the solution of these problems require collaborated
efforts among communities. Hence, planning on a regional scale
is both encouraged and assisted by the Federal Government. Many
federal grant and loan programs are designed for special regional
and interjurisdictional organizations. Moreover, cooperative plans
and projects are apt to receive more aid than similar projects
geared to a single community. However, most federal assistance
for regional planning is available only for use in specific geographic
areas; there are no nationwide programs to assist in regional plan-
ning.

The Department of Commerce, through the Economic Develop-
ment Administration, furnishes assistance to areas of high unem-
ployment for planning and financing economic development. Such
aid includes (a) grants and technical help in preparation and ex-
ecution of development programs, (b) grants and loans for public
works related to economic development, (c) long term low interest
loans for part of the cost of new or expanded job-producing fa-
cilities, and (d) research into causes and prevention of unemploy-

Regional Assistance
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ment.
Such assistance is available to eligible recipients in one of three

geographical groupings; (1) Redevelopment Areas populations
of more than 250,000 in a condition of economic distress, (2)
Economic Development Districts, and (3) Economic Development
Regions, the latter two being multi-jurisdictional and multi-state
programs.

Grants and loans for public works and development facilities
are available to states and communities that are located in re-
development areas. An applicant must be legally empowered to
undertake a proposed project and to receive federal assistance
for its construction. Such aid must be used for projects that ful-
fill a pressing need of the area, specifically projects that directly
or indirectly improve the opportunities for establishing or expand-
ing industrial or commercial facilities, assist in creating additional
long term employment opportunities, and benefit the long term
unemployed and members of low income families.

The Federal Government also aids and encourages economic
development through information and technical assistance and
loans and grants to business and industry. Communities can ob-
tain maximum benefit from these programs by advising businesses
on their use and by coordinating them with local plans and regional
programs.

The Federal Government provides technical and financial assist-
ance to states and their political subdivisions and to transporta-
tion systems for the development of facilities, equipment, tech-
niques, and methods to improve all types of transportation. The
U.S. Department of Transportation was established primarily to
coordinate development of the nation’s transportation systems and
federal policy is to encourage development of such systems as
an areawide basis. Advice and guidance on planning and develop-
ment of transportation systems are available through the Secretary
of Transportation.

Acquisition of rights-of-way and other land required for trans-
portation facilities is usually part of the cost which the Federal
Government will share. Local officials may obtain guidance at the
planning stage from appropriate federal agencies and may also

Transportation
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consult with the General Services Administration relative to the
availability of surplus real or personal property that can be used
by a local agency.12

Local governments interested in airport development can obtain
technical and financial assistance under the Airport Development
program of the Federal Aviation Administration.13 Other federal
agencies provide related and supplementary assistance for airport
development.

Officials of Massachusetts waterfront communities may want to
consult with the Maritime Administration which administers a
port development program 14 or with the Department of Trans-
portation and HUD on the matter of a comprehensive urban trans-
portation and development project. The Coast Guard, now part of
the Department of Transportation, offers a wide range of marine,
harbor and waterfront services to local government. 15

In addition to the better known highway planning, construction
and beautification programs of the Department of Transportation’s
Federal Highway Administration, the Department’s new National
Highway Safety Bureau offers financial and technical assistance
to local governments through the participating state agency. 16

Finally, HUD administers an urban mass transportation grant
and loan program which provides financial help to public agencies
for capital improvements to mass transportation systems.17 A
separate program of urban mass transportation demonstration
grants is designed for new methods and new ideas for improving
mass transportation services. HUD also includes help for easing
transportation problems as part of its model cities program.

Footnote References to Chapter IV.

AH references are pages in the Catalogue of Federal Assistance Programs
published in 1967 by the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), Executive
Office of the President. This document (a) explains the nature and purpose
of the program footnoted, (b) specifies the major eligibility requirements, (c)

cites authorizing legislation and (d) indicates the administering agency.

1. 421 5. 423 9. 162 13. 497
2. 418 6. 385 10. 389 14. 191
3. 399 7. 154 11. 392 15. 498
4. 390 8. 156 12. 537 538 16. 504

17. 419
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Several federal programs are designed to assist individuals
those persons whose incomes are inadequate to meet basic needs
or who fail to receive necessary health or welfare services. Other
programs are geared for people who need assistance in obtaining
employment, training, or education. Some programs provide direct
aid to individuals, others provide aid that is beneficial to people
by strengthening local services. In the text that follows footnote
references are to pages in the Catalogue of Federal Assistance
Programs and appear at the end of the chapter.

Aged and Retired. HEW provides technical and financial aid un-
der its Services for Older Americans program.1 Funds are al-
lotted to state agencies on the aging to partially finance grants
to help localities plan or coordinate programs and services for
the elderly. HEW also administers the Social Security Retirement
and Survivors Insurance programs2 and the Old Age Assistance
Program.3 The latter program administered by the state is a
matching grant program in which cash payments may be used for
basic needs. Local officials are assumed to be aware of the medi-
care program and the (Kerr-Mills) medical assistance to the Aged
program. The former is administered by the Social Security Ad-
ministration4 and the latter by the Welfare Administration,5

both part of HEW.
111, Handicapped and Disabled. Persons in this category may ob-

tain federal aid which provides (a) subsistence, (b) medical care,
hospital services and prosthetic devices, and (c) rehabilitation. Med-
cal Assistance6 is provided for welfare recipients and certain
others; disability benefits for various classes are available under
the Social Security benefits program7 and crippled children are
assisted under the Services for Crippled Children program. 8

Persons over 18 with physical or mental impairments may be
eligible for help under an Aid to Permanently and Totally Dis-
abled program9 which provides cash assistance for basic needs
and help for medical, dental and hospital care. Special programs

CHAPTER V. SPECIALIZED AREAS OF ASSISTANCE

Social Welfare
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also exist for the needy blind (HEW) and for disabled veterans
(VA).

Unemployed and Needy Families. Special programs are admin-
istered by the Department of Labor and HEW to help the unem-
ployed and families with dependent children in need of assistance.
These programs are also administered through a participating
state agency.

Special Children’s Programs. These programs provide federal
matching grants to states to help localities provide services to f
homeless, neglected or delinquent children.10

Housing. The Federal Government aids states, localities and in-
dividuals in providing housing for needy persons. Such aid in-
cludes (a) planning and financing low-income public housing, (b)
planning assistance and mortgage insurance for private lowdncome
housing, (c) relocation of low-income families displaced by urban
renewal, (d) direct help for victims of national disasters, and (e)
rent supplements for low-income families in privately-owned hous-
ing.ll

Food Assistance. Assistance in the form of cash and commod-
ities is available under programs of the Department of Agriculture.
These programs, familiar to local officials and administered through
participating state agencies, are the food stamp program, the na-
tional school lunch program, the special milk program and the
pilot breakfast program.12

Health
Technical, financial and planning assistance to help local govern-

ments improve health service and care are provided through HEW.
These programs include comprehensive health planning and com-
prehensive health services but also extend to specialized health
assistance programs such as drug addiction, communicable ancW
chronic diseases, mental health, alcoholism, mental retardation,
dental health, maternal and child health, and handicapped children.

In addition, there are programs for training health personnel,
funding research projects, accident prevention, physical fitness, and
consumer protection.
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c.

Comprehensive Health Services. Grants are available to assist
states in developing and sustaining comprehensive health programs.
A state must have an HEW approved program which must desig-
nate a single state agency for conducting or supervising program
functions. Under the Comprehensive State Health Planning Pro-
gram, project grants may be made to local government and vol-
untary agencies for carrying out Areawide Comprehensive Health
Planning Projects. 13

Formula grants are the principal source of federal aid for most
on-going state and local health programs. These grants are avail-
able under the Comprehensive Public Health Services program.14

Other programs are the Training, Studies and Demonstrations in
Comprehensive Health Planning, 15 and Health Services Develop-
ment Projects. 16 More specialized health programs are assisted
by OEO under its Neighborhood Health Centers Program 17 and its
Community Action Program. 18

Health Profession Education. A number of programs assist indi-
viduals interested in obtaining an education in the health profes-
sions. These include nursing, medical technology, dental hygiene,
medical research and training.

Localities can obtain funds from the Public Health Service for
demonstration projects in continuing education for physicians and
from the OEO for assistance in establishing a Pilot Training Pro-
gram for Home Health Aides.

Accident Prevention. An Injury Control program19 administer-
ed by the Public Health Service provides grants to local govern-
ments in developing accident prevention programs. No matching
fund are required. Related programs are offered by the Depart-
ment of Labor20 (employment and safety practices), the Atomic
Energy Commission21 (safe handling of radioactive materials)
and the Department of Transportation22 (local road safety proj-
ects).

Physical Fitness. The President’s Council on Physical Fitness
furnishes technical assistance and information on various programs
including planning and conducting school and community programs
of health, physical education and recreation. Aid for special groups
such as the physically handicapped and mentally retarded is in-
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eluded. Any local government or local school system may apply.23

Consumer Protection. Localities can benefit from information
and technical aid available from federal agencies to assist them
in regulating fraudulent practices and use of harmful products.
Special training programs are conducted and developed for mu-
nicipal officials and employees under the HEW Consumer Health
Protection and Consumer Education programs.24 Technical aid,
consultation and research support is made available to local gov-
ernments concerned with sanitation programs, including those ofj
water, milk, and food, under the HEW Environmental Sanitation
program.25 The Department of Agriculture trains, without
charge, state and local employees in the performance of meat
inspection and grading.

Localities experiencing problems with misuse of various drugs
may obtain help under the Drug Abuse Control Program26 of
HEW. Seminars and training schools are conducted for state and
local enforcement agencies. Similar assistance is provided under
the Consumer Health Protection Program27 of HEW with respect
to distribution of adulterated or misrepresented products.

Communicable Disease Control. Grants for Community Immuni-
zation Programs28 are made to the states and, with state approval,
to localities by the Public Health Service. Programs include im-
munization against poliomyelitis, diphtheria, whooping cough, tet-
anus, and measles. Costs of vaccines for pre-school children and
promotional activities are covered by the grants. Grants to local-
ities, with state approval, are also made for venereal disease con-
trol.29 Financial aid is available to local health agencies for
chronic disease care and the health problems of the aged.30

Mental Health. Local or regional political units are eligible for
federal assistance to develop Mental Health Centers in Commun-
ities.31 The Mental Retardation program32 of HEW provides
financial assistance to communities for training technicians and|
health personnel in diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of the
mentally retarded. These grants can also be used to improve com-
munity service activities that promote understanding of problems
of mental retardation. A related program for Educational Assis-
tance for Veterans’ Children is administered by the VA.33
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Assistance for local programs that help prevent alcoholism and
provide for care, treatment and rehabilitation of alcoholics is
available from the National Institute of Mental Health.

Maternal and Child Health. HEW grants are available to state
or local health agencies34 to provide health care for prospective
mothers with hazardous health conditions who cannot obtain care
because of strained economic circumstances or other reasons. Spe-
cial project grants35 are made to state or local health agencies

7 and others for care and services to children, particularly those in
low-income families. State and local education agencies are eligible
for grants that support projects relating to education of the handi-
capped.

Special Group Services. HEW makes grants to state and local
public agencies and others for special group service. Among these
are a Health Services for Agricultural Migratory Workers pro-
gram.36 Funds may be used to plan, develop, expand or improve
health services, including the establishment and operation of clinics
for migrant workers and their families. Related to this program
is OEO’s Vista program that furnishes funds and personnel for (a)
staffing of health clinics, (b) improving sanitation conditions in
migrant camps, and (c) operating day-care centers for children
of migrant workers.

Many federal programs strengthen education services and oppor-
tunities available to all age groups. Such programs offer aid on
all levels of education but especially for children and adults from
low-income families, those who are educationally deprived, and
those who require special programs. Programs help localities obtain
teaching personnel and help individuals by offering direct financial
assistance.

4, The Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 provides
"’funds for improving educational programs in low Jincome areas and
promotes supplementary services by encouraging development of
closer relations among schools and various organizations. Under
the Higher Education Act of 1965 funds are disbursed for recruit-
ing and training Teacher Corps personnel to help low-income school

Education
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districts obtain well-qualified teachers. It also provides money
to higher education institutions for hiring teaching personnel and
for helping students in need of financial aid.

Youth Programs. Communities which are planning special youth
programs may obtain information from the President’s Council
on Youth Opportunity which stresses summer programs that con-
tribute to more complete development of the young.

The Head Start program37 of OEO is a preschool child devel-
opment program that is normally part of the Community
Programs for low-income neighborhoods. It is designed for disad-
vantaged children with stress on increasing verbal and conceptual
skills, but it also provides guidance, counseling and health services
for preschool children and their families. Grants are made to
public education agencies under the HEW program for Education-
ally Deprived Children38 to support expanded remedial instruc-
tion, physical education and recreation services, and various re-
lated services necessary to assist deprived or handicapped children.
Funds are allocated on a formula basis. HEW also administers
the National Teacher Corps program39 which provides eligible
school districts with interns for supplementary teaching tasks.
Federal funds cover 90% of salaries plus administrative costs.

Local public education agencies are eligible to participate in a
HEW program for Strengthening Instruction on Critical Subjects
which is administered through the participating state agency.
Funds are allotted on a formula basis. Localities that are placed
under a financial burden because of operations of nearby federal
facilities which either deprive the community of local revenues or
impose disproportionate educational services on the community
are eligible to receive payments to defray some of their mainte-
nance and operating costs through the Impacted Areas program of
HEW.41 Local agencies may also apply to HEW for grants for
innovative and exemplary educational programs for supplementary
educational centers and services.42 A number of other
programs are administered through the participating state agency
that are aimed to benefit individuals. 43

Higher Education. Several programs exist for assisting individu-
als in need of help to continue their higher education. Local edu-
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cation agencies are eligible to participate in a HEW program to
prevent high school dropouts,44 and for programs of language and
area studies. 45 Under the surplus Property for Educational and
Public Health Uses program,46 surplus equipment is distributed
by HEW to eligible localities through appropriate state agencies
and surplus personal property is donated to educational institu-
tions by the GSA.*47 Moreover, certain vocational schools may
be eligible for special equipment loans under a Defense Department
program.48

Adult Education. An Adult Basic Education program of HEW
offers information and financial aid to localities for developing
and expanding adult basic education services. 49 The federal share
is 90% With the state paying the balance. VISTA provides volun-
teers to work in communities which have substantial numbers of
adults needing basic education.50 Adult basic education programs
are also available as part of the Community Action Programs.51

Library and Cultural Activities. HEW administers a program for
the acquisition of school library resources, text books and other
instructional materials. 52 The funds are allocated on a formula
basis to a state agency that in turn allocates them to communities
with the greatest need for library resources and text books.

A program for library services and construction in areas with-
out such services, or with inadequate service, is administered by
HEW 53 Funds are allocated to states which must provide match-
ing funds. States, with their cities and towns, may determine
how such funds can best be used.

The National Endowment for the Arts provides annual match-
ing grants through its Grants for Progress in the Arts Pro-
gram.54 Local public agencies for arts activities are eligible. The
National Endowment for the Humanities makes grants at the state
and local levels for improving public understanding and apprecia-
tion of the humanities through such institutions as local museums
and historical societies.

Federal assistance for manpower development and training has
Manpower

* General Services Administration.
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substantially increased in recent years under three significant
laws. The Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962 auth-
orized federal aid for training programs to help individuals in
need of training or retraining to qualify for work or better paying
jobs. The Vocational Education Act of 1963 broadens programs
for in-school youth and extends training to dropouts and unem-
ployed adults. Lastly, the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 auth-
orized aid for work experience and training programs for young
persons and needy adults.

Activities that will enlarge opportunities for training and work
that will reduce unemployment and dependence on welfare are
assisted under the Model Cities Program.

There are several manpower programs that benefit individuals,
especially those in communities with high rates of unemployment
or with substantial numbers of persons who are either unskilled
or who need work training and experience. Among these pro-
grams are the Neighborhood Youth Corps55 (Department of La-
bor), the Job Corps56 (CEO), the Vocational Education—Residen-
tial Schools and Work-Study Program57 (HEW), the Vocational
Student Loan Insurance program58 (HEW), the Vocational Edu-
cation Grants program59 (HEW), the Manpower Development
and Training Program60 (Labor), the Apprenticeship and Train-
ing program61 (Labor), Operation Mainstream 62 (Labor), the
New Careers program63 (Labor), the Special Impact pro-
gram64 (Labor), the Work Experience program65 (HEW), and
the Occupational Training in Redevelopment Areas program66

(Labor).

While these programs are meant to benefit individuals in sev-
eral areas they may be sponsored by local public agencies and in a
few cases local agencies themselves are eligible recipients.

Vocational Rehabilitation. Several federal programs are designed
to assist state and local agencies restore disabled persons to the
labor force. Some programs are available to communities or com-
munity organizations. Among them are a Vocational Rehabilita-
tion Research and Demonstration Grant program,67 a Vocational
Rehabilitation-Facilities and Workshops program,68 and Vocation-
al Rehabilitation Training Grants69 all administered by HEW.
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Employment Help. A number of grants deal with programs to
assist persons seeking jobs. In a few cases, communities are eligible
for limited assistance. This information is generally available
through the state employment security agency.

Federal programs have been developed that assist states and
localities in (a) improving the quality of law enforcement, (b)
strengthening methods for the detection and apprehension of crim-
inals, (c) providing legal counsel to those in need, and (d) im-
proving communication between the police and citizens. Assistance
is also available in disaster situations.

Federal grants are made for improving and expanding programs
in police training and education, law enforcement, administration
of criminal justice and correction of offenders. Local communities
can apply for this aid under the Law Enforcement Assistance pro-
gram of the Justice Department.70 Any local police force can
apply to the FBI for participation in its Police Training pro-
gram. A number of special services of the FBI are made available
to local police in the field of investigation and identification.72

Specialized police training is also offered under a Treasury Depart-
ment program73 and technical training in the field of drugs and
narcotics is provided by the Bureau of Narcotics.

Local governments that need help in controlling civil disturb-
ances and in removing their causes can get aid from the Depart-
ment of Justice. A law enforcement assistance program74 includes
grants for developing and testing new methods of controlling riots
and disorders and promoting respect for law. Information and
technical help on civil rights matters is available under a com-
munity relations service.75

Various types of federal aid can be obtained by localities that
will lessen the impact of national disasters such as floods, hurri-
canes and the like.

A federal disaster relief program76 administered by the Office
of Emergency Planning assists local governments in disaster relief
efforts when the President has proclaimed a major disaster. The

Disasters and Other Emergencies

Law and Order
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Federal Government finances local efforts in debris clearance,
health measures, and emergency repair or replacement of essential
public facilities, including shelter. Federal aid is provided, however,
only when state and local resources are insufficient for the task,
and requests and reasons for aid must be documented.

Under the Disaster Relief Act of 1966, the Office of Emergency
Planning may reimburse local governments for up to half the
costs incurred in repairing public facilities; watershed develop-
ment, flood control, public power facilities, water and sewage sys-
tems, public buildings, and other public works. HUD provides finan-
cial and technical aid to urban areas ravaged by flood, fire, major
storm or other catastrophes declared by the President to be a
major diaster. HEW makes direct payments or loans to local
school agencies for replacement or restoration of damaged school
facilities and for current operating expenses.77 The facilities
must have been destroyed or seriously damaged as the result of a
disaster. This aid is also available to local educational agencies
that accept children who were attending the destroyed facilities.
Following a Presidential declaration of a major disaster, financial
aid is also available through the state highway department for
reconstruction of local roads under the Highway Planning and Con-
struction program78 of the Federal Highway Administration.

Local governments are provided technical assistance, training
programs, and financial contributions for civil defense preparations.
Some activities are wholly federally financed such as community
shelter planning and shelter survey and stocking. Matching funds
are available for essential civil defense personnel and administra-
tive expenses. Federal contributions are made for acquisition of
certain equipment such as communication systems and rescue equip-
ment. Matching funds are provided for design and construction of
emergency operating centers.

Technical, advisory and financial aid to localities is offered for
preserving natural beauty and renewing the quality of urban en-
vironment. A number of programs involve outdoor recreation as-
sistance and specialized programs for forest resources are avail-
able.

Land, Water and Air Resources
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HUD provides 50% grants to assist communities in preserving
open space land having park, recreation, conservation, scenic or
historic value.79 Grants are also made to help localities acquire
and develop land in built up areas if open space needs cannot
otherwise be met. Communities must meet planning requirements
of the Federal Government in order to qualify. HUD also makes
matching grants to help communities carry out a beautification
project such as development of parks, malls, squares and water-
front areas, 80 including the cost of landscaping, lighting, benches,
paving, and other items. Preservation of national and historic
sites and provision for recreational facilities can be included as
part of HUD’s model cities program. The Cropland Adjustment
program81 of the Agriculture Department offers financial assist-
ance to local governments for acquisition of cropland for nonfarm
uses, such as preservation of open spaces, natural beauty and wild-
life habitats; development of recreation sites and prevention of air
and water pollution. Funds can be used for parks, playgrounds,
picnic and camping areas, public hunting and fishing preserves
and protection of scenic areas.

The Department of Interior administers a program of grants
to localities, through state agencies, that assists communities in
acquiring and developing recreation land. 82 As a prerequisite
there must be a state plan for outdoor recreation and matching
funds are required. Projects may vary from a bicycle path to a
multipurpose recreation complex. The Department’s Outdoor Recre-
ation Technical Assistance program83 covers planning, facility de-
velopment, financing and related aspects of outdoor recreation. Any
community can seek technical assistance under this program.

Federal land can be sold or leased to communities for public
purposes under a real property program of the Department of
Interior.84 Long term loans to localities for outdoor recreation
centers are available under a program of Financial Assistance to
Small Towns and Rural Groups, administered by the Department
of Agriculture. Communities seeking water resources improvement
and related projects can seek authorization for a survey of the
proposed project by contacting the division of the Army Corps of
Engineers that administers a recreational facilities program. In
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some cases, local development of recreational facilities on land
owned by the Army Engineers is permitted and encouraged.

Localities with forest lands can obtain technical assistance, in-
formation and financial aid for a number of forest services, such as
fire prevention and control, insect and disease control, and timber
planting, improvements and harvesting.83 The program is admin-
istered by the Department of Agriculture.

A number of federal programs for water conservation and de-
velopment are administered on the state level and the state water#-
resources agency is usually the participating body. However, a”
program called Multiple-Purpose Watershed Projects86 administ-
ered by the Agriculture Department helps communities develop wa-
ter resources by providing technical and financial assistance for the
planning and establishing of small projects. The state can co-spon-
sor an application under the program. Watershed projects can in-
clude land use treatment, flood prevention installations, and agri-
cultural water management and recreation developments. Costs are
shared for these purposes and long-term credit is available for de-
veloping municipal and industrial water supplies.

HUD makes grants and loans under its Advance Acquisition of
Land Program87 which cover interest charges on funds borrowed
by localities to purchase land up to five years in advance of pro-
posed construction. Grants may be applied to land intended for con-
struction of reservoirs and irrigation systems. Interest free Ad-
vances for Public Work Planning88 of essential public works and
community facilities are also made by HUD to help finance the
planning of specific public works including water supply and stor-
age systems.

To aid cities and towns in pollution control efforts, the Federal
Government provides financial aid for building emergency sewage
treatment facilities. The Federal Water Pollution Control Ad-
ministration makes grants to local governments under its Waste
Treatment Works Construction Program89 after approval of th#
project by the state agency for water pollution control. The federar
share may range from 30 to 60 percent of the eligible project costs.
Such projects include new construction, alteration or renovations of
treatment works, intercepting sewers, outfall sewers, and pumping
stations. HUD also has a grant program for construction of sewer
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facilities covering up to half of the costs to local governments for
basic sewer facility projects. 90 The Commerce Department pro-
vides grants for sewer lines and waste treatment plants in localities
designated as redevelopment areas91 with supplementary grants up
to 80 percent of the project costs available for areas that cannot
meet the required matching share. Low-interest loans are also
available. Rural communities of less than 5,500 population can ob-
tain loans and grants for construction of sewer lines and waste dis-
posal systems from the Department of Agriculture. 92 Special re-
search and demonstration grants are made by the Federal Water
Pollution Control Administration to local governments for develop-
ment of new or improved methods of controlling water pollution.
The program93 includes funds for researching new ways to control
sewage discharge and for developing advanced waste treatment and
water purification methods.

Grants for air pollution control are made to local governments
by the Public Health Service94 but local agencies must work through
state enabling legislation and authority.

Federal financial aid for construction is almost always accom-
panied by technical assistance for planning and design, thus local
officials should ask for this help unless explicitly informed by fed-
eral officials that it is not available. With reference to comprehen-
sive planning of facilities at the community level, major programs
are cited in Chapter IV of this report.

Costs of land acquisition and site preparation for a public build-
ing may be included as part of some federal assistance programs. In
some cases, the federal share will include architects’ fees and other
specialized help in site planning and development but local officials
should ask federal agencies for specifics on these programs since
important exceptions exist.

Localities with high density population and high land costs can
obtain from HUD information on upgrading use of built up areas
as an alternative to acquiring more land. Programs deal with code
enforcement projects, urban renewal rehabilitation (of rehabilitable
buildings), relocation of occupants of buildings that will not be re-
habilitated, demolition of unsound structures, and site clearance

Planning Public Facilities
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Page
Program Title Agency Ref*

Advance Acquisition of Land (Hud) 384
Appalachian Region-—Mining Area Restoration (Interior) 443
College Housing Construction (Hud) 388
Cropland Adjustment (Agriculture) 155
Loans and Grants for Farm Labor Housing (Agriculture) 167 m.
Historic Preservation Grants (Hud) 393 T
Hospital and Medical Facilities Construction (Hew) 302
Housing for Elderly or Handicapped (Hud) 395
Low Income Housing Demonstration Grants (Hud) 396
Low-Rent Public Housing (Hud) 397
Model Cities (Model Neighborhoods in Demonstration Cities) (Hud) 399
Mortgage Insurance for Land Development

and New Communities (Hud) 404
Neighborhood Facilities (Hud) 412
Open Space Land (Hud) 413
Outdoor Recreation ’Assistance (Interior) 448
Public Facility Loans (Hud) 414
Grants and Loans for Public Works

and Development Facilities (Commerce) 196
Real Property for Public Parks, Public Recreation Areas,

and Public Purposes (Interior) 450
Real Property for Residential, Commercial, Agricultural,

Industrial, or Public Uses or Development (Interior) 451
Rural Renewal Loans (Agriculture) 183
Financial Assistance to Small Towns and Rural Groups (Agriculture) 162
Surplus Property for Education and Public Health (Hew) 363(Hew) 363
Disposal of Federal Surplus Real Property (Gsa) 537
Urban Renewal (Hud) 423
Urban Renewal Rehabilitation (Hud) 424
Vocational Education and Residential Schools (Hew) 375
Vocational Rehabilitation Facilities and Workshops (Hew) 376
Water and Sewer Facilities Grants (Hud) 425
Multiple-Purpose Watershed Projects (Agriculture) 172

Housing and Community Development
Most of the major HUD programs deal with urban renewal andr>

low-income housing. The Urban Renewal Demonstration program96

provides grants for testing new methods of area renewal and a
Neighborhood Facilities program97 helps to coordinate and make

and improvement.95 Under HUD’s Urban Renewal Program an area
may be cleared and redeveloped, or rehabilitated, or both. Pro-
grams which explicitly aid site acquisition are as follows:

* Catalog of Federal Assistance Programs, OEO, 1967.
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more effective several community services with emphasis on those
that are available to low-income families. Federal funds may range
up to two-thirds of total costs.

HUD provides a broad range of grants, loans and insurance for
site acquisition for various uses and for inclusion of sites in certain
construction programs. Local officials in urban areas may be in-
terested in the Open Space Land program98 whereby help is given
for the acquiring and holding of land for future use under compre-
hensive, long-range plans. Site improvements eligible for federal
aid include sanitary facilities, walks, shelters and landscaping. His-
toric sites and structures may be acquired with federal assistance.

A local agency that has a Workable Program for Community
Improvement approved by HUD is also eligible to obtain grants and
technical help for eliminating unfit housing, under the HUD
Demolition of Unsound Structures program.99

Urban Renewal. HUD’s urban renewal programs offer technical
and financial aid for elimination of sums and blighted areas and for
the redevelopment of such areas. Preliminary surveys and plans
can be undertaken with federal aid that identify problems, ascer-
tain types of renewal treatment to be used, and indicate relocation
plans. If new construction is required, HUD programs offer aid for
all phases, from site acquisition to completion of structures. Ap-
plicants must be local public agencies empowered by state and local
law to engage in urban renewal. Federal grants generally cover
two-thirds of net project costs but may equal three-fourths of such
costs in federally designated redevelopment areas, in localities of
less than 50,000 population, and in localities that assume adminis-
trative and planning costs. Federal aid covers all costs of reloca-
tion payments, rehabilitation grants and loans. Small towns as well
as cities may obtain such aid.

The Low-Rent Public Housing program 100 is administered by
HUD to assist low-income families affected by urban renewal. This
group is given priority for admission to public housing projects.

Land cleared and improved by an urban renewal project may be
purchased by public redevelopers if such redevelopment conforms
to an urban renewal plan.

Code Enforcement. HUD’s Urban Renewal Rehabilitation and
Code Enforcement programs101 provide consultation and grants to
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localities to undertake activities that will bring structures up to
standard. Code enforcement programs must be coordinated with
programs to improve public facilities. Local officials can obtain
technical assistance from HEW in housing code administration and
housing quality appraisal. lo2

Rehabilitation. HUD’s housing rehabilitation activities include
the Low-Rent Public Housing program103 that is operated through
local housing authorities. Local officials interested in the co-
ordination of insured projects with community renewal programs
may consult with the Federal Housing Administration which ad-
ministers several programs that assist in rehabilitation of proper-
ties. 104

Special Group Housing. As indicated above a low rent public
housing program is administered by HUD. This program can be
applied by public housing authorities to help the elderly, the handi-
capped and the disadvantaged. Admission policies may be adjusted
for certain groups. For the elderly whose incomes are at a higher
level, there is a special program of Housing for Elderly or Handi-
capped105 that provides loans to certain public agencies. Federal
funds equal to total development costs, repayable over a 50-year
period, are available.

Construction of special facilities for the handicapped with very
limited incomes, and for custodial care centers for the severely
mentally retarded can be aided under HUD and HEW grants106

Low Income. Construction and operation of low-rent public
housing by local housing authorities is helped by HUD107 Local au-
thorities may acquire existing housing under this program with or
without rehabilitation. Privately constructed housing on a privately
owned site may be later sold to a local public housing authority pur-
suant to a prior agreement between the parties under the so-called
turnkey method. Financial aid for low-income housing is con-
tingent on a HUD approved Workable Program for Community
Improvement.

HUD may provide loans to local housing authorities to cover
either acquisition or construction costs. Annual subsidies to defray

interest payments and meet debt redemption schedules are also
available. Additional annual subsidies for costs of housing elderly
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and disabled persons, and families displaced by urban renewal can
be paid by HUD.

Rural Help. As indicated elsewhere in this report, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture administers a comprehensive program of Fin-
ancial Assistance to Small Towns and Rural Groups.loB Loans and
grants are made for construction of most of the essential public
utilities including those for fire protection, recreation, rural hous-
ing for farm labor, and rental housing for the aged. A program of
Rural Renewal Loans is also available. 109

Another program provides technical and financial help to locali-
ties for construction and modernization of housing and related
facilities for domestic farm labor. 110 OEO also has a special program
for migrant workers’ housing.111

Utilities
Although no one federal program is designated for aid to public

utilities per se, federal financial assistance is available for a wide
variety of public utilities in both urban and rural communities. A
program of grants and loans for Public Works and Development
Facilities 112 is administered by the Department of Commerce to aid
communities in economic redevelopment areas for water and sew-
age systems and other public utilities. In addition, this program
provides supplementary grants to jurisdictions that cannot raise
matching funds under certain federal aid programs. Small towns
may also be eligible for water and sewer system assistance under
an Agricultural Department program cited previously. loB Rural
communities may obtain technical and credit assistance under the
Rural Renewal Loans program of the Agriculture Department. ll3

Related Facilities. Four federal agencies are involved with federal
aid for water projects, sewer installations, and waste treatment.
HUD sponsors a Water and Sewer facilities program, 114 the Depart-
ment of Interior has a Waste Treatment Works Construction pro-
gram,115 the Department of Commerce has a multipurpose Grants
and Loans for Public Works and Development Facilities program,116

and the Department of Agriculture administers a program of Finan-
cial Aid to Small Towns and Rural Groups. 117

A locality may also apply for a loan under HUD’s Public Facility
Loans program118 for those costs that are not covered by a grant
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under its water and sewers facilities program. The Agriculture De-
partment program for Multiple-Purpose Watershed Projectsll9 in-
cludes financial assistance for community water supplies.

The extent to which such assistance of the four principal depart-
ments may be coordinated to meet the requirements of a particular
rural area is determined on an individual case basis.

Communities singly, or in combination, may apply for grants for
processing of waste and for interceptor and outfall sewers to pre-
vent discharge of raw or inadequately treated wastes, under the
Waste Treatment Water Construction program of the Federal
Water Polution Control Administration. 120 Federal funds range
from 30 to 60 percent of total costs.

Demonstration grants and contracts are available to communi-
ties and intermunicipal agencies for demonstration of new and im-
proved storm sewers, waste treatment systems and industrial pollu-
tion prevention systems, from the FWPCA. 121 Under the Agricul-
tural Department Cropland Adjustment program, a locality may re-
ceive a grant to convert land to drainage, water conservation or
other public use.122 Through its Drainage Improvement program 123

the Army Corps of Engineers constructs major outlets for local
drainage districts subject to Congressional authorization.

Solid Wastes. Local governments may qualify for the HEW Solid
Waste program 124 which provides grants for construction of facili-
ties which are elements of demonstration projects. HEW requires
coordination of such projects with planning in related fields, es-
pecially with federally-aided urban planning.

Recreation
No single federal program provides financial aid to communities

for a complete spectrum of urban recreational facilities. Aid for
construction is usually limited to site improvement, basic utilities
and outdoor facilities such as lights, paths, benches and shelter.
But localities can obtain technical and financial assistance for plan-
ning and developing a wide range of outdoor recreational facilities
from the Department of the Interior. 125 HUD programs for Urban
Renewal Projects126 and for Neighborhood Facilities 127 also include
recreational needs of applicants but local officials should ask HUD
for guidance on the extent to which recreational facilities may be
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aided. Some federally-aided projects, in turn, may have local match-
ing requirements satisfied by local provision of recreational facili-
ties. Communities needing credit assistance to develop sites and
structures for recreation should ask HUD for advice on types of
projects for which public facility loans may be available. 125 The
General Services Administration includes recreation among the
uses eligible for its program of Disposal of Federal Surplus Real
Property to public agencies.l 29

Under the HUD Open Space Land program grants are made to
acquire, convert, and develop both open and built-up sites, includ-
ing clearance of the latter. Landscaping and provision of basic
utilities is often included in development costs for which the federal
share is usually one-half of the project cost.

Other recreational potentialities are available through the In-
terior Department programs. 130 Also, HUD’s Low-Rent Public Hous-
ing program permits local housing authorities to transfer land to
public agencies for recreational purposes upon HUD approval. An
Urban Beautification Program131 of HUD provides grants for de-
velopment and improvement of parks in cities similar to the help
available from the Department of the Interior.

Development of public golf courses, tennis courts, and outdoor
swimming pools can be financed by the Department of the Interior
on a cost-sharing basis through its Outdoor Recreation Assistance
program.l32 Water-related recreational facilities may be included
in comprehensive housing and community development projects aid-
ed by HUD. Proposals for recreational centers for special age
groups or for the handicapped can be incorporated into certain
federally-assisted programs such as the HUD Neighborhood Facili-
ties program and certain public housing programs.

Local officials can usually obtain information on federal aids to
schools through the State Department of Education or through the
U.S. Office of Education, a division of HEW. As mentioned in an
earlier chapter, the Xerox Corporation has published a voluminous
two volume directory of Federal Programs for Schools and Com-
munities which outline available federal aid programs for educa-
tional purposes.

Schools, Libraries and Cultural Facilities
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No single federal program provides grants or loans for construc-
tion of ail types of schools in all communities. Most federal as-
sistance is directed to specific categories of elementary, secondary,
technical and vocational, and higher education. However, officials
who plan to initiate model cities or urban renewal programs should
seek HUD advice on the extent to which school construction may
benefit from such programs. In some cases, funds spent on schools
may be accepted as local matching of federal contributions.

Local officials interested in acquiring surplus federal real prop-*-
erty for educational, library, or cultural use can contact a HEW*
regional office.

HEW also administers a Library Service Aid Construction133 pro-
gram which provides technical and financial aid for planning, con-
struction, supply and operation of public community libraries and
special libraries for certain groups. Grants are administered
through the state agency.

Historic properties can be preserved and restored under HUD’s
Historic Preservation program which aids local governments in the
form of grants for individual projects.134

Local officials seeking advice on planning of cultural activities
may obtain help from the National Foundation on Arts and the
Humanities.

*
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FOOTNOTE REFERENCES TO CHAPTER V.
All references are to pages in the Catalog of Federal Assistance Programs

published in 1967 by the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), Executive
Office of the President. The OEO Catalog explains the nature and purpose
of the federal program footnoted, specifies major eligibility requirements,
states who is eligible, tells where to apply, lists printed materials available,
cites authorizing legislation and indicates the administering agency.

1. 353 35. 337
2. 355 36. 301
3. 335 37. 554
4. 295 38. 303
5. 321 39. 330

6. 320 40. 359
7. 354 41. 288
8. 352 42. 362
9. 240 43. 284, 305, 307,

10. 251, 466, 559 338, 351, 357

11. 397, 553, 415 44. 289
12. 152, 163, 173 45. 312

184, 177 46. 363
13. 244 47. 538
14. 262 48. 225
15. 369 49. 236
16. 300 50. 559
17. 557 51. 553
18. 553 52. 350
19. 304 53. 314

20. 480 54. 546
21. 512 55. 483
22. 504 56. 555
23. 562 57. 375
24. 266, 265 58. 382

25. 283 59. 373
26. 277 60. 481
27. 266 61. 471
28. 259 62. 486
29. 372 63. 484

30. 252, 258 64. 489
31. 323 65. 383
32. 325 66. 485
33. 587 67. 377
34. 319 68. 376

69. 381 103. 397
70. 466 104. 400, 402, 403,
71. 468 405, 408
72. 470 105. 395
73. 505 106. 396, 397, 326

74. 466 107. 397
75. 461 108. 162
76. 560 109. 183
77. 275 110. 167
78. 502 111. 552

79. 413 112. 196
80. 417 113. 183
81. 155 114. 425
82. 448 115. 457
83. 449 116. 196
84. 450 117. 162
85. 164 118. 414
86. 172 119. 172
87. 384 120. 457
88. 385 121. 455

89. 457 122. 155
90. 425 123. 217
91. 196 124. 356
92. 162 125. 448, 449
93. 455 126. 423

94. 241 127. 412
95. 387, 391, 128. 414

423, 424 129. 537
96. 422 130. 448, 449, 450
97. 412 131. 413

98. 413 132. 448
99. 391 133. 314

100. 397 134. 393
101. 424, 387
102. 283
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Throughout this report, as well as in all of the available literature
on the federal grant-in-aid system, is the recurring theme that fed-
eral grant programs have grown in number and size at a rate too
rapid for interested persons to keep informed. The compilation and
publication of so many catalogues of federal assistance programs
(and the need to supplement them so soon after publication) make
obvious the pressing urgency for coordination and centralization of £
data storage on all grant programs and funds. The lack of coordi-
nation, as pointed out by former Governor Sanford of North Caro-
lina, leads to overlapping, duplication, triplication, conflicting goals,
cross purposes, lack of consistency, and loss of direction. 1 The want
of a centralized source of grant-in-aid data, as pointed outby scores
of critics, makes it impossible for the vast majority of local gov-
ernments to obtain maximum, and in some cases even minimum,
benefits for their citizens.

It is also impossible for state officials who have responsibilities
in a particular field of operations or whose authority extends to a
broad spectrum of government to gauge relative needs with any
confidence when data so vital to decision making can only be
roughly estimated. Although the Federal Government will spend
some twenty billion dollars for state and local aid this year there
appears to be no source, public or private, that can indicate pre-
cisely where and how those funds will be spent. No central federal
agency collects and compiles data that would show which individual
communities in a given state are receiving federal funds. Some op-
erational agencies publish data on their disbursements but it is
often limited to total funds flowing to state participating agencies,
or in the case of direct grants to local governments, to communi-
ties in a certain population grouping. In some agencies, as indi-
cated below, information can be obtained by searching through
public information bulletins, but those sources are haphazard andfc
incomplete at best. Federal regional officials refer inquiries for re-
gional data to Washington and the Washington office urges the re-
questing party to contact the regional office. Agencies themselves

CHAPTER VI. EXTENT OF FEDERAL ASSISTANCE
TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

i Terry Sanford, Storm Over the States, McGraw-Hill, 1967, p. 159.
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keep dissimilar records of ultimate recipients of grants so that
tracing grants to the ultimate beneficiary is much like wandering
through a maze of hedgerows. Congressional offices have records
of major grants to constituencies but not of the multitude of minor
grants. Much of the federal assistance that flows to local govern-
ments goes first to a state agency that must parcel it out under
formulae. Other assistance is for payments to individuals such as
in the welfare and education areas.

Some published material on federal aids to local communities is
totally misleading. For example, the OEO compilation on federal
outlays in Massachusetts cities lists federal department expendi-
tures that include agency operating expenses, contract payments to
industry, and selective service system appropriations to cite a few.
Items which appear to be grant programs for cities in many cases
are payments to private institutions or individuals such as for a
college dormitory or student loans.

No state agency compiles complete statistics on federal grants to
local governments. Individual state agencies can provide some of
this information but the fact that so much federal money now flows
directly to political subdivisions makes such information on com-
munities incomplete and often totally unreflective of the actual
extent of federal assistance in a given community. The independ-
ence of recipients of federal aid on the local level compounds the
picture. In addition to city and town halls, money may flow to a
housing authority, a redevelopment authority, a regional school
district all operating independently of each other. Some of this
information is expected to be collected by the new Department of
Community Affairs once it is organized and staffed, but even then
the picture will not be complete.

Nor does any private organization or association concerned with
local finances appear to have such information that would shed any
light on the subject. In short, there is no known central source of
information, public or private, that can indicate the actual extent
of federal assistance to each city and town in the Commonwealth.
In view of this, the only method of obtaining such data in a com-
plete and useful form would appear to be a mandatory procedure
wherein every political subdivision in the state would report all
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federal funds received and for what purposes to a central receiving
unit on the state level.

It is important that this information be obtained. Federal grants
and reimbursements combined represent nearly a quarter of all
Massachusetts state revenue (22.5% in fiscal 1967).1 Grants are
the second largest source of revenue for the Commonwealth (ex-
ceeded only by the income tax). In fiscal 1967, federal grants ac-
counted for more than $2lB million, up more than $39 million over
the previous year. Federal reimbursements amounted to almost $99
million in fiscal 1967, an increase of nearly $l7 million over the
prior year.2 Although this information, along with the extent and
variety of programs involving state participation, is found in cap-
sule form in the Annual Financial Report of the State Comptroller,
no similar compact picture can be obtained for cities and towns for
the reasons explained above. However, the following material will
demonstrate the impact of a single federal agency’s efforts to pro-
vide financial assistance to the cities and towns of the Common-
wealth.

Through the public information office of the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), it is possible to get a gen-
eral picture of recent federal assistance to individual cities and
towns in Massachusetts insofar as HUD programs are involved.

An examination of HUD public information releases for calendar
1968 indicate that nearly seventy programs or projects were ap-
proved. These are listed below with the amount of funds approved
and the purpose of the project. In some cases the funds approved
represent only a portion of the total amount of the project cost;
where that information is known, the total cost is cited. Many of
the project funds represent advances for planning the total project.

It is emphasized that the items listed below are only those re-
ported by HUD bulletins as projects approved by the Department
in 1968. No claim is made to its completeness. Items are listed in
chronological order of their announcement.

Federal Assistance in Housing and Urban Development

1 Massachusetts Comptroller’s Report, Fiscal 1967.
2 The distinction between grants and reimbursements is that the latter are for

projects which require the state to spend its own funds first, then apply for
the federal reimbursement.
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Approved
Amount of

Grant

Total
Project Cost
(where given)City or Town Purpose

$ 658,093 Loan, housing-elderlyTaunton
Quincy
Plymouth
Haverhill
Concord

71,185 Urban beautification
20,091 Relocate historic bldg.

232,861 Increase, urban renewal $ 3,037,387
438,900 Water supply

123,260 Neighborhood FacilitiesNew Bedford
New Bedford
Fall River

849,443 Urban renewal, South Terminal 13,092,183
154,994 Community renewal

Lowell
Lincoln

177,691 Community renewal
10,000 Open space,c

Fitchburg
Adams

22,121 wth
wth17,016 Planni

Worcester
Salem

19,061,687 Urban
7,478,083 Urban

wal

404,728 CodNew Bedford ment

Gloucester
Truro

205,770 Advance
17,550 Plannin

urban renewal
and growth

Dennis 8,000 preservation
nninsr sewaer<Groveland

Andover
31,300 Ad
88,950 Ad

treatment
planning school

New Bedford 125,000 Advance, planning sewage treatment
nFall Riveri 27,337 Demolit

aldeni 2,020,886 Urban r newal
ation

10,334,247
Cambridgi )0 Beautif 219,400
Arlington 30,387 I and scenic beauty

Danvers 7,500 Marina and recreation
Fall Riveri 300,000 Advance, survey-urban renewal 9,173,500
Chicopee 1,012,500 Water system 2,382,210
Lawrence 80,000 Advance, alterations

Burke Memorial Hospital

Haverhill
Maldeni
Lawrence

50,000 Historic restoration
156,193 Recreation
167,522 Beautification

.Lawrence 71,978 Increase
38,000 Advance

community renewal
'South Hadley planning-water facilities

Hanover
Marion

29.000 Advance
52.000 Advance
15.000 Advance

planning sewage facilities
planning sewage facilities
planningWest Springfield

Wareham
Fall River2

943,000 Sewer system
1,649,962 Loan, high rise housing
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Approved
Amount of

Grant

Total
Project Cost

(where given)PurposeCity or Town

642,564 Loan, increase, elderly-housing
252,797 Urban renewal

Worcester
Lawrencel

3.032,964
2,600,719

197,413 Advance, survey and planning
43,196 Action program, mass transportation

Framinghami
Worcester

9,280,414 Urban renewalSpringfleldl

224,844 Increase, code enforcement
11,227,549 Modernize low-income housing

100,000 Restoration, historic museum

1,025,400Malden
Boston2

810,000
171,076

Springfield
Greenfield 329,700 Water system improvement

48,812 Community renewalNew Bedford!

57,759 Loan, increase, elderly-housing 1,658,910Fitchburg2
Lowell 28,873 Model cities

1,130.301 Increase, Marsh Renewal Project 2,866,085
59,000 Planning, sewerage facilities 1,083,500

Brookline!
Merrimac
Woburn

1,083,500
123,300 Planning, sewerage facilities 2,170,000

2,318,692 Loan, construction, elderly-housing
160,000 Preliminary loan, plan low-rent homes

Quincy 2
Lawrence 2
Somerville!
Lynn 2

2,564,562 Inner belt renewal program
749,986 Low income housing 737,911
442,120 Urban renewal 3,140,000Lynn 2

1.380.000
2.900.000

Malden 360,000 Increase, code enforcement
41,000 Advance, plan sewage facility
64,180 Multi-service center

Pepperell
Maldeni 96,270

Total 867,380,050

1 Redevelopment Authority
2 Housing Authority

The following sums were approved for the Massachusetts De-
partment of Commerce for planning of growth and development in
the communities cited:

Easton and Oakham $23,964
Harvard and Wakefield 24,880
Essex and Rowley 21,165
Manchester, Paxton and Townsend 39,928
Nantucket 27,312
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